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I. HISTORY AND INTRODUCTION
A. EACKGECOND
It became very evident to the early designers
facturers cf computer systeas and components that some meth-
odology must be developed to share the expensive elements
(within the system) amen- various users. Amor.-, the earliest,
and easiest methods «as that of "oatch procsssii.g. " latch
processing techniques became fairly sophisticated,, tare ugh
the use cf, for exacple, IBE's Job Control Language (SCI) ,
However, only until "timesharing" systems were developed ai
:
the rull benefits of the sharing of limited resources became
evident. Sophisticated batch and timesharing system
designers of yesteryear were very concerned with properly
utilizing their expensive resource, the Central Processing
Unit (CFU) .
Contemporary computer system architects are anie to
benefit from the rapid technological advances in VLSI tech-
niques. As a result, the Single Board Computers (SEC) and
Single Chip Computers (SCC) are inexpensive, relative to
bar I disks, printers, graphic devices, an. o t a e r
eral. T\Ihe i ur da mentai question posed to tnese architects
is: Hew can these peripherals "appear" less expensive tc the
users? The fundamental answer is: Distribute tne resources
among the users, thus reducing the cost per user.
The use of Local Area Networks (LAN) is the most econom-
ical means by which limited (expensive) resources can re
distributed and utilized by a volume of users. An incre-
mental increase in processing power is easily realized
through the replication of inexpensive SBC's within a node





The AZGIS Weapons System Simulation Laboratory at .'125
Monterey, supports concentrated efforts in a continuing,
feas utility study of replacing the present 4- bay £N/ui':>7
rased system, installed aboard the U.S. navy's newest guided
missile cruisers (CG-47 class). The Simulation laboratory





by connecting clusters into a LAN system.
C. r DEPOSE
The main purpose of this thesis is to develop data
communications software between the AEGIS Laboratory's
multi-user CP/M system ana tne Intel 'ADS. This is a stepping
stone to the VAX and IBM virtual terminal idea. The micro-
computers can be at one moment workstations, which edit
source code and the next moment the source cole can he-
transferred to IBM/VAX hosts. Compilers (e.g. ADA cross-
compiler) can translate the source code and results car. re-
sent tack for execution and testing.
Details concerning the multi-user CP/M-86 Operating
System may be found in [Ref. 1 ]. Tne CP/M-S6 Operating
System for the MDS is mentioned in [Ref. 2]. Basically,
each single board cctiputer and the MDS uses a single -user
version of CP/M- 86.
With the proper data communications software, message
transfer between multi-microcomputers .and ?.DS host system is
not only possible, but can be accomplished efficiently.
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NI301Q :rJLTIBUS-ETKERNEI Comaur.ica t^ons
Contrcller 3oard is used ir. both the I'DS system
(£ul tihis-based) and the multi-user C?/M-Sc system.
Thus, each Intel iSEC 86/12A is going to behave like a
virtual terminal of the MDS system. This thesis demonstrates
the viability of the data communication, bet iect n ti-
ll! oraer to ensure tr.e compati-
microcomputers and the host system on the Ethernet local
Area }l e t u o r k
.
The International Standard Organization's (ISC) Open
Systems Interface (OSI) 7-layer architecture model is use:
as a developmental guide
tility of future i np lemen tations and ease of
into existing data communications systems.
This thesis gives the History and Introduction ir
Chapter I. Local Area Networks, primarily ETHERNET, is
described in Chapter II. System Hardware is mentioned in
Chapter III. System Software is given in Chapter IV. System
Design and Implementation is described in Chapter
Results and Conclusions are given in Chapter VI. lata
Communication Software developed for this implementation is
illustrated in Appendixes A - J.
The purpose of this thesis is to construct a software
interface tc the CP/iv-56 Operating System so that messages
can be transported between the iSSC's an
the Ethernet Local Area NetworK. dV USiL
Communications Software, each iSBC 86/12A (i.e.
in the multiuser system) can :
v s t e m s 7 1 _l
t h e D a t a
eacn ut-er
1. Send Messages to rlDS .
2. Receive messaces from MDS.
15
II. LOCAL ASIA NETWORKS
A. GZNZEAL
The data communications
cf buildings can be realized through the use of Local Area
Networks (IAN) - LAN's span distances between several ;Kit:c
through several kilcrreters in length. The speed or data
transmission of a LAN is typically 100 Kbps to 10 Mips. The
transmission media is generally inexpensive relative tc the
cost of the system being supported by it. Ihe transmission
medium can be twisted pair, coaxial cable, or fiber optics.
Ine necessary hardware consists of the interface units dor
host ccmputers, the transmission medium, and a transmission
control mechanism over the medium.
The software protocols make the system vorx in the
desired way. These are implemented in the host computers :•.:. ^
provides the control of data transmission through hardv.-are
components. The ISC/OSI 7-layer model's lower levels
-Physical and Data Ccntroi Layers- are strictly implemented
and the higher levels - Network, Transport, Session,
Presentation, and Application layers - implementation
depends irostly on Long-haul packet communication networks.
Local Area Networks carry information usually via broad-
band, baseband, or twisted pair media. Broadband and hase-
band are the terms that describe different vanties of
coaxial cable used for local area networks. Actually this is
misleading, since broadband and baseband are signalling
technigues which are independent of the physical medium.
16
1. broadband
Broadband signalling techniques generally allow r. e
transmission of data ever longer distances. Broadband cai.lt?
is standard 75-ohm catie. In broadband local ar^a networks
the capacity is used to produce a large number 01 fre.juei.cy
subchannels from one physical channel. The transmission
rates en broadband networks are less than the rates on
baseband networks.
2 . Baseband
Baseband networks are more ;eojrapmcaiiv „ i tit-
transmit digital data only. The data rate is higher in r.ase-
band networks/ but is limited to one channel. The data rate
is as much as 10 Megabits per second for distances up tc one
mile. Baseband cable is 50-ohm coaxial cable and is gener-
ally mere fragile than broadband. Baseband systems provide 2
control scheme to allow data to be sent without interference
from ether stations.
Several schemes have been used including simplt
time-division multiplexing or "slot" concepts such as t he-
Cambridge ring. Most modern baseband networks use either a
contention system, CSMA/CD (Carrier Sense Multiple Access
with Collision Detection), cr a rota ting-con t rci met:.".',
called Token Passing. CSMA/CD networks listen foi
conflicting traffic to avoid data collision, while t'.)>er.
passing networks circulate a token to permit a static;, to
capture available transmission time.
3 • twisted ''lire
The twisted wire is the least expensive transmission
medium. Its capacity is limited and implementation is very
limited in geographic range. Twisted wires provide top
transmission rates of 1 million bits ^er second at distances
17
up tc 4,030 feet if a lir.e iriver is JseO. Ihey are :;.;.!;
susceptible to electical ir.terftrer.ee,. which car. efts:
scramble data transmissions.
a
- Cj-: t ic Fiber
The optic fiber transmits data at very high rate:
and is extremely secure. It is less bulkv than carles a:..
twisted wires. has the recessa -:uaxificat ions to b
candidate for future transmission media. Fiber optic ca;;les
are not susceptible tc elec trcnagne tic radiation. Thus prob-
lems such as ground loops, crosstalk, and lightning inter-
ference are eliminated- No electrical signals -re-
transmitted between equipments interconnected by the glass
fibers, thereby elininating the possibility or eiecti-cal
surges or short circuits. Morever, it is .almost impossible
to tap into the Ethernet lata bus without immediate detec-
tion, a security advantage over coaxial ones. With proprie-
tary collision detection technology, greater bandwidth, and
lower attenuation of optical fibers, data can re transmittel
between nodes separated by 2.5 Kfl. , without repeaters. This
is in contrast to 0.5 Km. of coaxial- cabled Ethernet. "FIE-EE
CPTIC/NZT CNE" is an example of a fiber optic connected
Ethernet Co team nica ticn System manufactured by Jnger mann-Bass
( Santa Clara, Califcrnia )
E. TCPOIOGIES
The common Local Area Network. topologies include the
point-to-point, star, ring, and bus topologies as shewn in
Figure 2.1 [Ref. 3]. Small networks linked *ith twisted
wires often use the point-to-point configuration. A single
wire connects each host in the network. There is nc need to
provide a central communications controller and is normally
applied only for a small number of nodes.
tA) (3)
CO CO
Figure 2.1 Local Area Networr. Tocologies.
In z star configuration, each host or. tne net
connects to a central controlie w m< Dt no rms a 1.
switching. The central controller manages datj transiei. I:
is vulnerable when any problem exists m the central
cent roller
.
In the bus topology, hosts directly connect to a centra.
cable that runs the length of the network. lac; nost ».<is ,-.
unique address, to receive its aaii. Tne software lata
comm unica tiens protocols Danage data coamur. ication.
The ring configured topology can oe visualize" as a rus
network with two ends tied together. The data transmission
is unidirectional along predefined transmission routes. A
19
single channel ring network is vulnerable to a failure in
the connecting cable or a retransmission device.
C. El RE EN El
The original design of the Ethernet sister, is du<
rily to Eobert M. Metcalfe and David .-.
Ihe coordinated efforts of DIGITAL,
3 c g g s [Hef. 4 ]
.
lNIc'L ana on
the XEEOX's experimental Ethernet produced a trell speciii
layers in detail in 1S32 [Hef- 5 ]-
Ethernet is the local Area Network developed by XEHCX in
1975 at the XEROX Corporation's Palo Alto Research Center.
Ethernet designers introduced both the "listen before
lalk" and "Listen While Talk" mechanisms into e r n e :.
"Listen before Talk" method is also known as Carrier— r~ ^ t^ r >- *~.~ C i- t G
Multiple Access, in which stations monitor the channel prior
to transmission. In this method, stations wait for a statis-
tical period before retransmission in the event or a cc.L^i-
sion . Ihis method yields utilization in excess en BO ~
capacity. Eith the second method "Listen While Talk" colli-
sions should occur or. ly when two or more stations find J;n-
channel silent and begin transmitting simultaneously. With a
"Listen While Talk" mechanism, colliding packets can v«r;
rapidly be truncated so as not to waste an entire jacket
time on the channel. The use of this mechanism yields
utiii2ation in excess of 90 % of channel capacity.
Since Ethernet uses CS MA/CD, every host competes for
access to the one channel en the Ethernet cdLle. CZiiP.
portion cf the access mechanism resides in the NIU or inte-
gral board on the host system. It determines whether or not
the channel is open and either holds the packet in a buffer
until the channel is free or transmits the information.
tr.' Ethernet is overloaded and a ccHis ion o
occurs, the collision detection mechanism (CD) , located in
the transceiver, observes this through a change in the elec-
trical state of the channel. The CD will automatically "uack
off" ccmiunica ti en s en the channel and store the data in a
buffer. After an arbitrary wait, the NIU or controller boar".
will retransmit the data. Retransmission is accomplished by
using the Truncated Binary Exponential Backoff Algorithm.
The Ethernet is configured by connecting a number of
independent terminals through an interface to a transceiver
which is in turn connected to the transmission medium, typi-
cally a coaxial cable. The topology of Ethernet is that ai
an unrooted tree, in the sense that there is a unique path
between every pair of stations. Stations can attach to Lht
cable at any point, and the cable can be extended frcn a:.j
of its points in any direction by the use of repeaters.
Speed conversion between stations is intrinsic to che
Ethernet interfaces, since all transmission within the
network takes place at a soeed different from tne terminals.
Flow control must be exercised in the interface to prevent
buffer overflow with resultant loss of data.
The original Ethernet designers distinguished between
the interface ( responsible for serializing and deserial-
izing the parallel data used by tne station, for commuting
and checking the Cyclic Redundancy Checksum, anc for
accepting only tnose packets addressed to the station it
serves ) and the Controller (responsible for retransmitting
colliding or unacknowledged packets ) . In their implementa-
tion/ the interface was designed separately for each type of
station, but the controller resided in the station itself
(generally as low-level firmware or software ) . Subsequent
implementations of Ethernet have taken the approach of
combining the interface and controller functions into a
separate, buffered device between the station and the
Ethernet transceiver.
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Ethernet is a branching broadcast communi(
for carrying digital data packets among locally distributed
computing stations. The packet transport 2r.ecnar.ism provided
by Ethernet has been used tc build systems which can be
viewed as either local computer networks or loosely coupled
multiprocessors. An Ethernet's shared communication
facility, its Ether, is a passive broadcast medium with do
central control. The coordination of access to tne Ether for
packet broadcast is distributed among the contending trans-
mitting stations using controlled statistical arbitration.
The switching of packets to their destinations on the Ether
is distributed among the receiving stations using packet
adlress recognition.
The Characteristics of Ethernet are :
r e e t
J
per
Data Rate : 10 Megabits per second
Transmission Medium : Baseband Coaxial Carl
Maximum Number of Nodes : 1,024
Topology : Linear B us
Access Method : C5MA/CD
Network Segment : 500 Meters ( 1,600
segment
The Maximum distance of an Ethernet
with repeaters : 2.5 Km.
The max. no. cf transceivers to ce connected
to a single segment : 100
The shortest distance between the transceivers : 2.5
Me ters.
Th€ Ethernet Packet format size ranges from 04 Bytes
(Minimum) to 15 18 Bytes (Maximum). The difference depends
on the size of data field .
The mr.imum data field size is 4o data bvtes. The
maximum data field size is 15 00 )ach tacket starts
with a Preamble field, which is an 8 Byte Synchronization
pattern containing alternating 1's and 0's and ending with
two consecutive 1's. The Destination Address is 6 Bytes
long. It specifies the station (s) to which the packet is
If- the first nit is 1, all st<being transmitte
addressed b ' tni broadcast address
.ations are
ne source a cur ess is c
bytes and shows the sender station. Toe type field is 2




D.tr. Source Tyc* Data CRC
j Acer. Add r. Fi«id rt«id
* X
I
A i. 1 m c n •» -i
'.P~Z covifi thi »• dales
Gut)
rr
Figure 2.2 The ETHERNET Packet Format.
fron: 46 to 1500 bytes. Refer to Figure 2.2 [ Ref . 6]. Packet
check secuence is u bytes and contains a Cyclic Redundance*
z J
Check (CSC) COQc. Ine T +• V-tnernet iiiicier; t: :.-
packet size and the number of nodes connected . <w- — .-\ . •
D. FOTUFE CF LAN'S
The electronic mail systems and sharing o: files an
peripherals in tne age of microcomputers make LAN's a neces-
sity. Ethernet, in spite of varying degrees z>i resistar.c<
will re more attractive in the future iue to tne avail-
ability cf inexpensive VLSI Ethernet chips. Ihe filer cpti;
technology is very suitable for military application *..er
secure transmission is highly desirable and where a predic-
table response time is necessary. Fiber optic ring network.
which use a token passing access control are typicail;





NI 3 1 MULTIBUS ETHERNET COMMUNICATIONS
The NI3 010 is the hardware essence of this thesi
a single beard that along with a transceiver provide
MULTIBUS system with a complete connection to an
network. Figure 3.1 shows the ETHERNET architecture
NI30 10 implementation [Ref. 7].
The NI3010 is a TEA ( Direct Memory Access ) dtv
responds tc commands issued by the host MULTIBUS System




cciacnes in ull iith the Xerox/Intel/Di -jital Lii.c:
Specification, Versicr. 1.0. It performs the specified data
link and physical channel functions [Ref. 8].
NI3J10 consists of the Interlan MULTIBUS Interface Eoard
(MI3) and the Interlan NM10 ETHERNET Protocol Module. The
MIB contains the legic necessary for transferring data
between the NM 1 and the host MULTIBUS system. Nil 10 is the
Interlan 's ETHERNET Protocol Module. It contains the lata
communications logic that interfaces tne MI3 to
Lata travel to and from the Mj.3 through an 8-biETHERNET.
bidirectional data bts to internal memory buffer regisi
Transmit data then enters a transmit buffer and awaits
transfer to the Ethernet. Receive lata from tne Ethernet
enters a receive buffer and awaits transfer to host MULTIBUS
memory. The Ethernet architecture and NI3010 Implementation
is described in Stotzer's thesis [Ref. 9 ]-
The NM10 contains two FIFO (first_m, first_out)
buffers :
1. A 2 K3yte TRANSMIT BUFFER:
25
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Figure 5.1 ETHESNST Architecture and NI3010 Implementation
This ruffer allows the host to an sfer each
trans nit facxet to tie Ni30 10 only od.c^, independent of
network traffic. To send tne data out on the Ethernet, the
host trust issue a Load Transmit Data ana Send
to the NI3010. If a network access <-«i
onsar.c
collision occurs, the
N.M10 automatically reschedules transmission. Becaust the
transmit frame is still available in the transmit buffer,
the host need not to send it again to the NI301C.
2. A 16 KByte RECEIVE EUFfER:
^ D
This buffer stores receive frames. It buffers
the Multibus from the unpredictable arrival trr.es cr network
traffic, consequently reducing the time-cr iti cai service
requirements or the host Multibus system.
Transmit Data 31ock in MULTIBUS Memory: The host trans-
fers data to the NI3010 by setting up a transmit block in
its cvn memory, writing the N'13010's bus address registers
(BAR) with the block's starting address, writir_ the
Nl30 10's byte count registers (5CR) with the block's byte
count, and then initiating a transmit DMA Cperaticn.
host must set up the transmit block in a particular for
as shewn in Figure 3.2 [ Ref . 7].
Cnly one frame can be loaded in tne NT 3010*5 tran
FIFO at a time. When a user issues a load transmit data
send cemmand (29H), the NI3010 transmits ail the data in
mat,
"IFO as an Ethernet frame. t a tne Ethernet re
the source address, and the CF.C value
Receive Fata Format in Multibus Memory :
When the host receives a receive_bloc k_a vaiiabie inter-
rupt from the NI3010, it reserves a block in its own memory
for the receive data, writes the NI30 10's bus address regis-
ters (BAR) with the block's starting address, writes the
NI30 10 , s byte count registers (BCR) with the block's byte
count, and then initiates a receive DMA. Tne receive data
enter best memory in the particular format as shown in
Figure 3.3 [Ref. 7 ].
When the NI3010 receives an Ethernet frame, it strips
off the preamble and stores the rest of the frame in its
receive FIFC. The rest of the frame includes 6 tytes of
destination address, 6 hytes of source address, 4b to 1,500
bytes of data, and 4 bytes of CRC.
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: e 5 : : r, a : : : r. 3::'ess ; 5 )
c s s " i r. 2 * 2 r. 3 - 2 ' a s s
' yjg f i 5 1 d A
)
-->
Figure 2.2 Tracsait Data Block ir. Multibus Memory.
When the KI3010 transfers a frame to the host, it aiiai •
bytes c: header. Tie first byte is tne rrame status; t.v
second is a null byte; and tut tnird anc zourtn ar, t.v
frame length. The ira=t length is a binary vaiu-
representing the number o: nytes in tee received trace.
When the host initiates a recent DMA, it receives tn-
oldest receive fraae stored m the NI3010's receive FIFO,
After receiving that fraae, the nost once again er.acles
Z c
C * r : 5 >
: a c < • - . 2 : -
figure 3.3 Receive Data Bloc* in Multibus Memory.
receive_tlock_availatle interrupt. It the KI301j has another
irace ready, it interrupts again.
E. SINGLE EOAED COMPUTERS
1
• General
A single board microcomputer is a single printed
circuit hoard containing as a minimum, a processor, mescrv
(ROM arc P AM) and input/output ports. It usually has a
combination of serial and parallel ports. It may also
include a counter/timer function and a bus interconnection
scheme. An SBC family may also include ether functional
elements (such as neaory ana I/O functions) on circuit
hoards of the same format as the microcomputer hoard. Single
Board Microcomputers are sometimes called "monohoard" micro-
computers. In January 1984, Intel combined a single-chip
iricr ccomcuter an; data communications capabilitie:
industry-standard networking software in its iSBC 1C6/51
Single Beard Communications Computer and INA 96 3 Local Area
Networking software.
Many manufacturers are producing single rcur:
computers. The software has matured and most systems cent
fully supported with high level languages PL/I, PASCAL,
FORTRAN, CCBCL. The first SBC's appeared in 1376- The SBC'i
capahilities are evolving rapidly.
2- Injt €1 iSBC 8 6/ 1 2 A
The Intel iSBC 86/1 2A has an Intel 5056 CPU, 52 or
64 Kbytes RAM, 0-3 2 Kbytes ROM, MULII3 rJS inter fact centre!
logic, serial interface, Intel 8255 supplying 3 programmable
parallel 1/C ports, Intel 8 253 Programmable Timer (PIT) , and
an Intel £25 9A Programmable Interrupt Controller (PIC)
.
Additionally it has a 16 bit word size, 20 tit address lines
(providing 1 Mbytes addressable memory space), 5 Khz clock
frequency, 33.4 Kbaud maximum I/C rate, and has mult it: re-
cessing capability. It supports among others FORTRAN,
PA5CAI, PI/ ft, FL/I-36, ASSEMBLY Languages and the CP/M-86
Operating System.
a. Microcomputer CPO
INTLL 8066 has the seven 3-bit registers ch the
8083, with eight added registers so tnat the registers can
30
ic fori four 16- Lit
s t e r s are AX, B X , C X , and D X : w n e r. corsigs
1 6 - Li t
registers, they are AI, AH, El, 3H„ CL, CH, D
low-order byte ; H = Hign-order byte ) . Fere
[Eef. 1].
3. Jul ti-.licroccir.ru ter s





r 1 • rr .-. -Systems built around microprocessor- based i 4.;.ci
tion stations will seen rival the speed, power, and capacity
cf £cir,e mainframes. Advances in VLSI technology is. he1pm:
by developing monolithic chips. Adding more terminals no a
uniprcces£or decrease the power, speed, and capacity of
individual users. However in multi-microcomputer applica-
tions more microcomputers provide more parallel computing
power. Given, the right multiprocessing configuration-
linear increase in performance can result by addii.-
os z
or
microcomputer [Eef. 10]. The rapidly dropping
microprocessors will nelp to increase this
application in the future.
Although the concept of multiprocessing is not new,
the concept of implementing such a scheme using microproces-
sors is. In the 196 O's, conventional, relatively expensive
mainframe CPU' s were connected to a common memory, making it
uneconomical to have aore than a few processors. Since 197b,
considerable effort has been devoted to resolve the problems
that limited the practicality of multi-microprocessor
systems. These problems include system inefficiencies,
interconnection structures, and software system structures.
The answers have been sought in the context of closely
coupled multi-microprocessor schemes, such as
Carnegie-Mellon University's CM* modular
irulti-ffiicrcj-rocessor system.
Coupling involves the degree of interaction between
processors. In a loosely coupled system, each processor has
31
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Figure 3.U The Internal Architecture of Intel 803o.
some dedicated complement of tro-jran and cata iLeccry, an;
possibly seme I/C devices. Each such unit, which car. func-
tion independently, communicates wit:, anotner, using eituei
j t
data transfers over a coaaon has or point-to-point communi-
cation lines or coordinated signals maintained in a cc::o..I;
accessible store. A tightly coupled system involves
multiple processors sharing common program and data memory
and I/C transfers. Ail processors access common rases to
perform memory and I/C transfers.
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I¥. SYSTEM SOFTWARE
A. CF/M-36 OPERATING SYSTEM
CF/M operating system's organization separates
hardware-dependent functions in the 3ICS iron hardware-
independent functions in the 5CCS and CCP. To move CF/M to a
new hardware environment, only tne modification of BIOS is
The alteration of the CP/M-86 Operating Systemrecessar
^ a r a a 1 or no Aj.acui.st
^i'.J fc i
ior tne Amu ^-f-^j
[Ref . 2 ]. and [ Ref . 11 ].
3C05 interfaces with the user's programs an
really change from machine to machine (similar machines
allows a program to address logical devices (such as ir
or 2) so that tne program does not need to consider
physical details of how these devices actually work.
EI05 resides at the hcttom part of tne operating system
translates this logical operating system schema into
actual detail needed to operate the hardware. Thereto
only EICS must be changed to accommodate
computers.
X V t A
an
u -i. j. j. «= j. t;.
E. HCCRTEX OPERATING SYSTEM
MCORTEX is the real time executive for a multiple
processor system used for the SFY-1A Radar Emulation. It is
very specialized manager of concurrent processes. Tor





IL/I-8 6 has added enhancements to optimize use of
the 8C86's larger wcrd-size, instruction set, and memory
addressing range.
PL/i supports scientific, lata processing, text
processing, systems programming applications. PL/I was first
implemented in 196 5 ky IBM .
The syntactic structure and dynamic storage alloca-
tion features of ALGCL, the record structures ana ii.put-
cutput cf CG3GL, the Arithmetic capabilities of FOP.TPA",
some string processing, list processing interr up t- trapping
features are all combined in PL/I.
PL/I is the nest powerful high level language tc ce
used in microcomputers. PL/I is extensively usee as a
systems development language in the microcomputer industry.
PL/I-86 incorporates all the features of PL/I-RO in crder to
maintain compatibility and adds other enhancements mt-; :
PL/: is
this
due tc its power and flexibility in microcomputer systems.
PL/I Subset G was standardized in 1979 a ^ an attempt
to overcome "the language functionality/memory space-
executior. time" trade-off that PL/I had suffered in its leng
and winding history. Subset G has the best features of. PL/I.
to optimize use of the Intel 3086 processo
preferred as a high level language in mm
2. 5 ASK 86
RASM-86 processes an 8086 Assembly Language source-
file in three passes and produces an 8086 machine language
object file. RASM-S6 can optionally produce three output
files :
a. .ist file (filename-LSI),
35
t. Ctject fii ename. 03 J)
,
c. Symbol file (filename. SYM]
from cr.e source file (f iien aa c .a 3 6 j -
-.ai. jaa'J !The list LSI file contains the assembly
listing with any error messages. The object CEJ f
contains the object code in Intel 8 036 relocatable ctj
format. The symbol SYM file lists any user defined syirbo
The three files have the same filename as the source file
D. EAT A COMMON I CAUCUS SOFTS ABE
The following descriptions of the functional nodules of
the data communication software is provided as a guic.s
reference to describe the modules in limited detail, A mere
descriptive discussicr. in the code listings is provided in
Appendixes A- J.
1. "re mot e . cli
"
This main module, after being linked to " mult mods"
,
"cmaccess", "interrpt", and "sync" assembler oi j ect files,
provides the essense of data communications software between
multiple single board computers and a remote- host. Ihe
resultant transmit command file is "remote.cmd". Figure -4.1
shows how the "remote.cmd" program is generated. In this
implementation iS3CS6/12A's and an Intel MDS host computer
are used. Ihe same program is run on each SEC. It is
provided in Appendix A.
a. "sync.a86"
It provides synchronization of CP/M-86 users
(through program "remote") reguesting service of the
36
Figure 4.1 "remote . en: d n Program Generation
Ethernet.
systeir use
ligr.tly codrzieu version or the Tick e t/£erve
n Aimcuist and Steven':: tnecis is use^ here
1;.is module contains . .it. L V/aC » .. s t v e r. nor •-
computez rrcs accessing snared resources (tne KI5013, i:
this case) vniie anot:. er user 2a : re already issuer'
commands to tne device. Tne program :.-. provided i :. Apper.di.
E
.
c. " cult cod£. a 5'' "
In is x odulf
count registers, an.
(vr ite_ic_pcrt and reac_
C.




p o r t } . It is p i. o v t : -
c. "cm a ccess . ac 6"
This module iove;
common, memory and vice versa un-
it is provided in Appendix D.
d. "in terr pt.aSo"
lata from i dc a i aeacrv tc
ii data bvtes are exhausted.
This module provides the initialization or CPU
interrupts, and it enables and disabies CPU interrupts. The
high level interrupt handler routine of the "r emote . -ni"
module is also called from here. It is provided m Appendix
E.
e. "HI3 010.CCL"
This gives the I/C port addresses and i
enable status register values and command functio
These are specific to the use of Interlan NI3010 MU1 113
ETHERNET interface. It
2. "reirote5.cmd"
.s provided in Ap
This program is run on the 'ADS host computer and
sends and receives packets via ETHERNET to act as a distant
host to the multi-user CP/M-86 system. Figure 4.2 shows the
generation of "remote5.cmd"; It is provided in Appendix G.
The program is a modified version of the main module.
3. "r5ttod.2li"
This module is designed to send and receive packets
via ETEE5NEI to act as a distant host to the multi-user CP/;i
system for performance metrics purposes. The generation of
"r5mod.cmd" is analogues to that of "remote5.cmd", as
illustrated in Figure 4.2 .
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I r
Figure 4.2 The n r emot e5. cad" generation.
^ ii
This routine (transient cosian:; bus' n v cKe:
.x re nana reset occurs on ne Saitiius Da ex
reinitializes common memory to the point at wmcr. the i:
user cf the Ethernet services will now do a lull reiriti;
zatioD ex synchronization variables and also place
KI30 1C icaiu on line. It is provided m Appendix I.
5 . "tstet her. pii"
tr.
Ihis module is a nodi fie a version of "r emcte . ~c ii 1
an! is designed to function as a test program of the a at.




of data transferred via Ethernet.
"tstether.cmd" is analoguo us to that of "r emo t e . end"
,
a
illustrated in Figure U.I . It is given in Appendix J.
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V. SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENT ATIOK
ISO EEEEEEHCE MOEIL FOR OPEN SYSTEMS INTERCONNECTIONS
1 . General
The International Organization for
has developed a Referer.ee Model of. Ore:.
Interconnection (ISO-CSI) comprised or seven layer
layers are :
a. The PHYSICAL Layer
fc. The DATA LINK Layer
c. The NETffOFK Layer
d. The TRANS PCS I Layer
e. The SESSICN Laver
ization
Systems
f- The PRESENTATION Layer
g. The APPLICATION Layer
2 . lay ers
a. Physical layer ( Layer 1 )
The pnysical layer deals with transmission of.
raw hit stream, and the electrical protocols. Tr.e physical
link layer in a network is responsible for delivering the
tits from one node to anotner. It encompasses plug, pin
connections, interface hardware, impedances, the actual
transmission medium, the signalling means ( voltage or
current levels, frequency channels, modulation techniques}
,
and the data rate.
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ES2 3 2C Serial Communications interface/
KIL-STD-188, ES449, V.24/ X . 21 his, X,21, V.35, 302 are
examples of PHYSICAL layer Protocols.
Physical links do not guarantee reliable
service. Electrical noise in the environment can cause
interference. The filer optics media is not susceptible to
this hut may have either self -genera tea errors or external
interference in the receiver due to the extremely low signal
levels {nano-a a per es) in the receiver olCa. xm/v
fies how a transmitter sends bits on the transmissic _ c - j.a
application the NI30 10 provides Layer 1 protocol functions.
t. Data Link Layer ( layer 2 )
The DATA LINK Layer deals with issjes of
converting unreliable transmission links into reliable ones
by using techniques like checksums to validate infer mat ion
received over the line. Ca rner Sense Multiple Ac
Collision Detection and Token Passing are two main methods
used at this level. IEEE 302 specification is being studied
for a standardization.
DATA LINK Layer establishes a communications
link between micro and mainframe, manages channel access,
and frames data to assure correct sequence and checking of
message integrity. DA1A LINK Control Protocols establish tnd
connections between hosts and handles retransmission
requests and handshaking. This level identifies sending and
receiving stations through polling or selection. It also
handles functions such as status requests, station reset,
restart, start acknowledge/ and hangup.
This is the level that solves problems in
framing data, that is, deciding which bits are characters
and which are messages/ and in error control, by detecting
data errors, confirming correct messages, or requesting
41
It a^so r.ui;=rs tne r^ss^-ec
to avoid duplication and prevent losses and identifies t.iose
messages that are retransmissions. Its last function is line
control; cr determining which station on a aalf-duplex or
nulticcirt (network) line transmits and whicn receives.
The DATA LINK layer does error handling,
framing, link management, lata link control, information
transparency. 2SC (Eisync) , Start-Stop, HDLC, SDLC, NDLC,
EDLC, AECCF, CStfA, CSMA/C3, TOKEN PASSING, IEEE 332 are
examples of DATA LINK Layer Protocols. The N 13 01
3
implements most cf Laver 2 functions.
c. Network Layer ( Layer 3 )
r- f 3 rTh e NZ T W C r K LAYER d e al s with co nve n t i o r. s
govern the transmission of messages over the network- 1.25
is being accepted as international standard. Message
routing, flow control, message fragmentation ana reassem-
bling are some functions of Network Control layer. It
addresses and routes the messages. X. 2 1 , X.25,
Request-Response, Autodial are Network Layer Protocol exai-
ples. There are also gateway protocols like X-75, I:, GGP .
In this application, data is formed into packets for trans-
mission at this Layer. The "Transmit Packer" procedjre of
"remote. pli" operates with the specification of this layer.
d. Transport Layer ( Layer 4 )
The TRANSPORT Layer is used to shield the
customer's portion of the network from the carrier 1 s
portion; thus a change in carrier should re transparent to
tne computers at the two ends of the link.
The TRANSPORT Layer controls the Communication
session so that data is exchanged reliably and in orderly
fashion. TCP, TP are Transport Layer Protocol examples,
Since there is no route changing in this application, this
layer is not applicalle here.
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e. Session I aver Layer o
The SESSION Layer d^ais with setting up,
managing, ar.ci splitting out process-to-process connection.
The SESSION Control Layer manages connections
between the applications processes, setting and controlling
systeirized aspects of communication such as establishment
and termination of connections, end-to-end message unit data
control, and dialogue control.
f. Presentation Layer ( La\er 6 )
The PRESENTATION Layer deals with transforma-
tions (like data compression ) on the data to he
trans mi tte d
.
The PRESENTATION CONTROL Layer translates cede
data and converts it to display formats ror terminal screens
(or the iricro screen)
,
printers, and other peripherals. Data
is compacted or expanded, structured for file transfer or
for command translation. This layer performs an especially
crucial function, since it ensures that data is in user-
friendly and transparent forms. Since data transformations
is not dealt with, this layer is not addressed.
g. Application Layer ( Layer 7 )
The APPLICATION Layer refers to the anility of
application programs involved in communication to freely
1 , „ - j- ; -vexchange data and programs. It supports use and a
tasks and systems management such as resource snaring, file
transfers, remote file access, database management, ami
network management. It is the topmost layer of all 7 layers,
"remote. pli " operates with the Specifications of this layer.
Data exchange is achieved, multiplexing is achieved without





Process multiplexing is a technique for shaririu
processor resources. The inner traffic controller cf ar.
operating svstea multiplexes the physical processor a2c:_, -i
poor of men numerous virtual processors. ic
controller of an operating system multiplexes virtual
processors among a larger number of user processes competing
for resources. The user accessible inter-process communica-
tion and synchronization primitives (ADVANCE, A.XAIT, ar 1
TICKET) provided at this level allow the user to easily
address corrplex system- wide inter-process synchrori.iat ion
requirements.
In order to nultiplex the one channel N 130 10 among
multi trier ccom p u ter s , a synchronization method was developed
using a Eirst Come First Served (ECES) schema.
2 . Sy nchr onipza t icn Pr i mi tiyes
a. Ticket
The inspiration behind the TICKET operatic:, is
the automatic ticket machine that is used to control the
order of service in catalogue sales departments. The ti;
machine gives out ascending numbers to people as they e;
the store, and by comparing the numbers on the tickets
;et
can determine who arrived at the tick iac n i n e
Furthermore, the person at the counter can serve the
customers in order by calling for the customer whose numcer
is one greater than the one previously served, when he is
ready to serve a new customer £Ref. 13].
UU
t. Await
Await a 1 lews :rc cess O SiiS^Gi. u s exei
pending the occurrence or a specified event. AtfAiT is the
operating system's primitive which aiiows the ticket number
If Loth priori t} ioto re compared to the service number.
the process and eventcount >= threshold then the process
wili he executed. If the service number e acnes tae value ot
the ticket number the pending process is ready t ce-e.
As soon as a processor is available, the process is aliOAti
to continue. The await operations do not terminate until tn -
Advance operation of the producer that got the value t- *<
from its ticket operation is execute:.
c. Advance
Advance is the operating system's primitive used
to increment a given eventcount. The service nuclei is
incremented after the server completes its service.
d. :icket Server Technique
a >- v- ^w oc:0) "Call Request". "Call Eecuest"
the "Ticket" variable in common memory for a ticket number,
increments that variable and waits until the obtained ticket
number is equal to the value of the "server" variable, a
number also found in common memory.
(2) "Call Release". lail Release
the "Server" number by incrementing it, which in turn




1 . Les C on s i der a ti o n s
The software developed in this implementation is
written, tc the maximum extent possible, in a High level
language [ELL) , PL/I. The ease of modification/maintenar.cfe
and readability is a veil proven concept and the e x t ens.
on har aware are even well n 1 1 a e n iroa tne
programmer. Ir.terlan's NI3010 itself provides all Physic*
layer and cost Data Link layer functions.
The NI33 10 is a DMA (Direct Memory Access) devic
and as such must have access to memory in which a packet m<
re oca ted . The "strapping" of onboard RAM in ; a C P. 5 iZC
consistent with the design of the multi-user CP/M-86 system,
reguires that all communications between processors re via
common memory. Figure 5.1 illustrates System Configuration
of this application.
The program "remote. cad" is tne main routine in this
thesis. The same program can te run on each SBC , depending
on the number of users desiring remote communications.
slightly modified version of this program is run on the :^DS
host as "remote5.cmd".
The design is based on a "closed loop" J- ^ t V_ ^ l„ j.
such that once the SEC will gain the right to access the
shared resource, Ethernet, it will not relinquish it until a
response message has been receive!. tl; ; 1 1 CSt Op If
protocol makes buffer management almost trivial. Ih<
implications however are :
(a) A lest packet (transmit or receive) could deadlock
the multi-user systea,
(b) The asynchronous processing capability of a remote
host(s) is not utilized (i.e. one heavily loaded host would


























Figure £.1 Systec Configuration.
(c) Overall systen efficiency i. t -i uct; a
ices s a packets co ale be transmitter u ; ea^t SEC i n r a
siccessici
In case (a) , the high reliability of Etnernet { i- i
.it error in 10 ** 6 - 10 ** 11 nits) precludes tht
ui
extensive software develop merit necessary tc implement an
acknowledging Ethernet. In case (r) and (c) it is envisioned
that a future version of the comaunications so;"
have tnese considerations as primary objectives.
illustrates the System perceived nv the casual us.
vaie viii,





Figure 5.2 Dser's System view.
Alm^uist and Steven's TicKet/Server system is used
hii inniementaticn. In the Ticket/Server system, when an
US
iSBC 86/12A computer desires tc send a cessa^e, it requests
a ticket number. When its ticket number is one greater tnan
the one previously served, it receives the service. Figure
5.3 illustrates the Common Memory Map Allocation cf this









Figure Co me on Memory Allocation Mai.
application. For the implementation or this scheme,
"ticket" and "server" variables are placed in common memory,
since they are shared variables.
U9
2 • Zr_h err. e t Ace jss
Transmit and Receive sices of the Ethernet ac
protcccl are shown in Figures 5.4 ana 5.5.
The Transmit protocol is described as follows:
memo r y ,
interrupt,
a. The right to net access must he obtained,
h. The user transfers its packet to c o m a o
n
c. The user initiates a TDD (Tr ansmit_Di'IA_Dore)
d. The Ni3010 transfers the packet free, cesser.
memory tc its transmit buffer,
e. The NI3010 interrupts the user informing him
tnat the packet is in the NI30 10's transmit buffer,
f. The user issues a Load and Send command,
g. The NI3010 transmits the packet vi r.ti lie
Figure 5.5 illustrates ETHERNET Access (Receive) .
receive protocol is dtscribed as follows:
a. The NI30 10 issues an interrupt (from the 33A
(Receive_Blcck_A vail able) mode) to the user when a packet
has been receive] via Ethernet,
b. User initiates a Receive_DMA_Done (E^DD) interr
c. The packet received is transferred to common
memory by NI3010,
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_fit u st i" rtspof.di t: t ;. - >; _ 3 j 1
transfers tne packet rroi cc::c. cemor - "
processes it.
l _ wLj- ui e 01 o r
r. i
Figure 5.5 ETHERNET Access (Receive)
Gsei pig logu e
Ai ter load in g C?/ y
ticiina. 1 a: dfescrii.;
ur.: d o o * i :. . tiiS o: n
by perrv f R e i . 1 "
.
I" J ~
Trie user invokes "remote" .
iro;ra; "r ecot e . cmd" (resident on every Logical disk) may
be lr.vcKed by any user desiring to access a remote host
(MDS) via Ethernet.
Thfc applications :ro-,ra: responds with :
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r —:-'-'.
Th€ users issue the response :
" message " (without tj
The applications program prompts with
11 destination : "
Answer with " mis "
The application program prompts with
: jotatior. i-l dJ_ \cs< •- ',
aicSodQS !
:o.io»e: zThe user then keys in the desired messag*
<CE/II>.
As soon as the user completes the message (<C?./IF>)
,
the user receives a ticket number/ which determines the1
user's turn to access the Ethernet resource that is multi-
plexed among ail users. This is transparent to the user -
the illusion is that he thinks he is the only user or. the
Ethernet. The code "call request" is the assembly language
routine which loops indefinitely (actually k'AMT) until the
service rum her is ecuai to its ticket number. kher. it is
equal, it returns to "remote.cmd" (actually, vitr.ir
"remote. pli" ) and the packet is written into the template
in common memory by calling " move_ to_cm" . Tnen a packet is
sent by calling sub-module "tr ansmi t_packet" . when data is
ready in common memory, the "data_ready_f lay " is se; by t.\-_
interrupt handler indicating that the remote host has
responded and data is moved into the authorised user's local
BAM by calling move_tc_im subroutine. The next user can the;',
be serviced after the NI30 10 resource is "released" . The
message originator is determined as indicated in
type_field_b and an appropriate response is issued. User n
transmits message tc MDS system, where HD3 displays the
following message :
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" Terminal n seit the following message
(The contents of the r.essajc se:.
11 E espcr.se issued I!! "
^ • Ihe NI 3 JO Transmi t Function
The NI30 10 transmit function
following manner:
i_ .'. e jcc.
s accoiHOiisneu ir.
a. The host loads a block of memory in the
particular format for each frame to he transmitted.
b. The host loads the three NI301) address
registers with the first address of the host memory block.
c. The host then loads the two NI3010 byte co j::
registers with the number of bytes in the data block.
d. The host then enables a Transmit DMA Tone
(TDD) interrupt by writing a value of 5 Hex into tne
Interrupt Enable Eegister.
e. The N 130 13 interrupts tne host once the
memory block has been transferred into tne N13010 transmit
buffer.
f. The host then enables a Receive_31ock_Avaii-
able (REA) interrupt ly loading the Interrupt Suable Regis-
ter with a value of 4 Hex. This step allows any pending
received frames to be handled.
g. The host then commands the "13010 to send th'<
frame by writing a value of 29 Hex into tne Command Fegiste;
and subsequently reading the Command Status Eegister.
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5. The MI 30 10 Receive Function
a. The host enables an E5A interrupt.
b. The NI30 10, upon receiving a frame, inter-
rupts the host to notify it of fraiae receipt.
c. The host then writes a value of Hex into
the Interrupt Enable Eegister to aisajle any other MI30 10
interrupts.
q. The host writes values into the rnree U I 5 3 1 j
address registers to inform the NI3010 where, in host msmcr
, to transfer the data.
e. The host then loads the two NI3310 byte c-j en
registers with the hosts buffer size (normally maximum
packet size plus a 4 byte healer -1522 bytes) .
f. The host then enables tne DMA transfer oz th-
data by writing a value of 7 Hex into tne Interrupt Ir.aLlt
Eegister
.
g. The NI30 10 then interrupts the hose upon
completion of the transfer. The particular receive data
format is used as shewn in Figure 3.3.
These steps are repeated for each received frame.
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VI. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
A. EVALUATION
A test program "tstether.cn;; is run on :r. e £> T S I- ~.
show the sequence of users in a random sequence (brcug
in the order of tester's choice) . Since a closed loop s
is used, this random sequence is repeated in the saz
ix. u
ci ie
as istatlished at that time when the cod " r pemote
invoked at each terminal. 'his test program prints a r
character (at each terminal) after receiving 5) pac
which amounts to 100 round-trip packets.
In 191 seconds 6,144,00 bytes are sent, which eg
to 32,167 Bytes/ sec. That is eguai to 257,340 hits
Thus, the data rate achieved, during this test was ap
p
mately 257 Kbits/sec. This test was performed while 2 t
nals attempted to send their messages simultaneously,
only two terminals sent their messages, this only incr
the performance by 1 Kbits/sec. The result was 25
bits/sec. When only one terminal sent its message
figure was 232,432 tits/sec. Table 1 illustrates
performance metrics.
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B. GINEFAL CONCLUSION
The principal goal of this thesis has beer. met. This
thesis demonstrates the viability of data communications
between iS3C 36/12A's and Intel XBS host system via ETHER NET
local Area Network.
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The ICS-SO Industrial Chassis, used in support of this
thesis, allows a total of only 12 circuit board slots. The
MULTIBUS master slots are odd-number ed and the slave posi-
tions are even numbered. Master boards are capafle of
acquiring and controlling the MULTIBUS.
In this application, excessive bus master requirements
precluded the testing of more than 3 terminals concurrently.
This backplane capacity limitation can be alleviated by
obtaining an expanded chassis for future implementations.
C. I0TUEE CONSIDERATIONS
The remote host in this thesis is the CP/M-36 based MD5
system. The next thesis can be devoted to the data communi-
cations software development between VAX 11/780 and Multiple
iSBC's. File transfer, other than message transter
also be addressed in succeeding research efforts.
s ho JlG
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d as ^ g 5* c o^ru r S" . v
achieved b e t w e e r S ™
C
s li 71 /O j r rr U i t "H cd s ,
sy nc A s s e rr; 1
1
e
*« 35 f j 1 » s i
da ta c orm u r.i c a ti o r. SO f * w s r (-2
te " s a n d
*




CT: p acr. S
"5 i '
s . A 5 ]_ [ cT h t 1 V
•J r. P:DS S j_ de i r. n rd e r +
un i c a t i o r. .
ed a 5 n i r. r cs r ^ ^ I r * - 1i M D :
iii t i r 1 e 7 i r> -" a r, -1 i pm . i * i , o A
c an d the V I c; s
.7 5 t
'3 r .
i r o ? r 3 1 invokes s e -? ^ e r ts
a i i z e i c
perform_command
transmit packet




t *r -r n"
procedure ootiors (main)!
/* Dat 30 May 1934
Programmer :
^ o i u 1 e Function:
I z 2 e t ?er r ir ler
This module is designed *.
:
function as the corners*":'.-' c f
the multiplexing software.
This software ( a f t e r v a 1 :• *•
linked with A S M files
mil It mods, cmacc ess, ir.terrpt,
and sync ^ car re r i. n or a r
y




n 7 ^ r i -
/ -;• ? ^ = v p 5 t transfers Ethernet data t c the
u r a t^ars^it block in its own r 2^orv , T
must t e in the following oarticular form
in Ir.terlar. 's NI2?1? manual" (?.1F) */
N 1
3






at as :t is show
1 t r a n s m 1 1
_
d a t a
_
1 1 o o > static,
/* The destination address is always 4° hits lor. c;. Thes
b i t ^ specify the address of the station (s) for v v i c h r '
f r a m e is intended. The \: 1 3 1 2 reouires that all frames r a v
a destination a d i r e s s . The .* , 3 , C bytes of Ether r.'e t a 1 1 r - -
have been assigned- by 7 s r o x . I n t e r 1 a n has assigned b " * f ".
S , a n d F . The least significant bit of ear h c y t r- i
transmitted first. '•*
/
2 d e s t i n a t i o r. _a d d r e s s a
bit IS) initial l ' 3 2 ' b 4 ;
2 d e s t i n a t i o n
_
a d d v e s s h
bit (8'initial ( "* 2 ? ' b 4 .)
.
2 destination address c
bit ( 8 ) i r. i t i a 1 f "' ? 1 "' b 4 ) ,
2 destination_address_d.
bit (S) initial ; ~' £?. 'b4 ' .
2 destination address e
bit ( 6 ) ,
2 destinaticn_address f
bit ( 8 ) ,
2 tyre_field_a
bit ( 8 ) ,
2 type_field_b
bit ( 8 )
,
/ ''' r d i" •( ? ' t y r e ' ,;
/ :;: crit i n a t c r * /
/-':: Minimum data size is 46 bytes, Maximum data
1522 bytes. In this case data is taken as 238 byte
Si 2r





j a t a.
from 2 3' ~
haracters to the ether acceptable r t hornet data si




'' A to j r y = r
i r. In t
e M 3'? 1 7













: The above four bv
t
p 5 of h e
a
i °




n a t i o n address a
i i r e s s b
i i ^ e c "-• c
2 destination, address d
2 destination a i i r 3 :- s e








f r a n e
N 1 3 ? 1
'sip
source a d a r ° s s is always a y its 1 o n £ TV O Q
t y a ysiral address of the s t a t i o r that s ^
When transmitting a frame on the
u t c m a t i c a 1 1 y inserts the source a d d r
E t h c r n e t ,
5 S . : -
; /
ounce a-^r S 5
2 source address c
2 source_cddres5_i
2 source address e
2 source_address_f
2 type_field_a












/'"•"' Packets are fixed length, 2 f: r bytes.
simolicity ) 23? bytes of a packet is
bytes are not available to the user : The first is
characters which contains the length
others are < C R > and < L F ) , which are a o
character variable after the user ter




, ,m b e r
message
.
2p n c °d to t '"" e van /










: 7 t -
t v s r c h 3 r (238) vsr y i n eC
,
termir_al_service bit ( £ ) .
pac'<cet_type bit ! 8 ) ,
copy i e
_
r Q r i 5 t e :• b i t '. 3 5 ,
( i
, j , k) f i J p d bi p. 15 ) ,
res_ value bit (3 ) .
border (82) char ( 1 ) static initial
e n e t ir.it char 4 ) ,
u s D "" c ^ u r t bit '. 8 }
write l c o o r t e n t r
y
U ( 8 } , v 1 t
i c nor -. : i u ' y
eve t c 1
T
1 e n t r y bit ( 16),
i J. » Cr J Li-. .. ,
rr q y F tO C ^ P P t ,* '/ i ^ t c ^ , b 1 t ' 1 6
+* t -v.- o ^ V i t^ 1 ••• :
A 1 A - -» ... - •. 1
in itialize_cpu_interrupts p :i t r v
,
enable c p u interrupts entry,
disable_cou_ i r. t e r r u p t s e n t r y ,
c 1 e a r
_
r e a d y _ :' 1 a £ e n t r y .
inits yr. c
set ready flas; entry,
i n ^ ^* c ^ ° 1 1 u ^ e Ti n o u p t pitt";
de^remen t_use
write car ent y ( t i t ( 1 6 ) )
;
/* end module listing '~ /
used i r re
Harare e i e h t level interruots. I
The 8 2 59 A Programmable Interruot Con t* n ! i c; ^ - i .^p
T
t is limited in this
implementation to respond to interrupts 5 e \ A. 6. Interrupt 5
is used by the \'I3P10 and Interrupt r is used by 53C1 to
handle The M i^rco3lis hard disK I/O Refer l< ??.TT..' r
thesis) .
^replace
/^ codes specific to the Intel
Programmable Interruot Controller (PIC
82 59 A
51
_ v. * i
/•:
r. o t e that */ i c w 2
/• i c v 2 , i c w 4 ,*/ l c v 4
/--
a r. a o c w =?/ C VI
/* use s a 'n e *'/
/-' D o r t a d d r */
-. *> y ~ a ,-i ^ r oc c. C °
r"'"* ~ 1 1 ^ ^ ^ c L V ' i ;




- r t a 1 i r s ^ C V ~ r;
/ * Initialization C o ^ m a r d W? o r w c a •*» o n s e d *
:
th p £2 59.* in an initial state cf
are i s s u 6 u trie dt or?^ c nr i *" a ^ e j u e *' t
Ope rat ior.
£ r<= <; o i"i r
ontrol tford O:
the r 2 c 9 • ? I
) are c o T
'
n a r: ': *' o r
operation, such as interrupt m a s k 1 r.°,
interrupt, oricrity rotation, i r. t e r v u z r. s r. a t •'
are issued as needed t c v a r v and c
8 2 o 9 ^ o 2 c- r a * i c r
1 c v 1 t y ' 1 5 ' fc 4 ,
single PIC r o n f i r u r a t i o r. , ° d a- e
;ri2?ered input
i C W 2 b .7 ' 4 ? ' c 4 .
^ o s t significant bits o ^ vectori
byte? for an interrupt 5
,
tvig effective address will be
( i c w 2 + interrupt ~ ) ^ 4 w h i c
h
will be (4e hex - r;
1.14 hex */
/* I C tt 1 and I C V/ 2 are the t i p i m urn amount of or o e
r
needed for any type of B 2 r" 9 A operation. The t a
of bits within these two I C '*' s are u s e d t c d e s
the interrupt vector starting address. */
a "' "' i r
i o r i r
l c w 4 r v 'Pf' b4 ,
automatic end of interrupt
and buffered mode /master */
62










. 1 1 r
^) T» f\ p P C C can
sets
v r i t f to or
r. : t
o c v i b y ' 3 f ' b 4:
,
/: umask interrupt 5 (bit 5) and r^ask ell ethers
/ * end r 2 : 3a codes ~ /
/* ABV-3A soeci fie */
c 1 u s t p r 2
cluster!
t a r " 1 1 " 1
fessas°_typp
tofr) j pgl c p « y i -> e ^ P O U P S t




r. c t r c s d y
clears "reer.
addr_rcv_T5kt_c ri
a d d r x n- i * o k t ^ ^
e r. e t
_
s t a t u s
_
a d d r















^include ' r. i 3 1 . d c 1 ' .'
/** *i* -J* "i^ *»" *.- 't' V ^i* *i* 'r *v" *i* ** "f *t* ^p *i" *r ^i" 'i' i* *<* '» *<" *>*
/* Ma in Fody " ; '
cut list (clearscreen);
out skio;
put edit ' border (i) do i - 1 to SO)) fa);
out skio (2) list (' WFLCOf'I TO THE \'ET')J
d u t s k i o ( 2 )
;
A -rty r ^ ~ " r - O"":; * c
terminal e e » 1/ i «a = await •
rail rr- o v e t c
3" £
r e t ir.it;
i f
do
e n e t in.it e i e
'
h P ;:
/ ''' ? i r s t i s 6 r of ETHERNET for the d a Y , o r
s 7 s t p "^ crash executes this c o d p : ' : /
* i 1
user count = ' ? 2 ' b 4 J
e n e t
_
i n i t = ' e n e t '
*
Cell nevs to "^ ( 3 1 d r ( ? ^ p t i r. i * ) e n e t ^ f :? t i s a d 1




'a d d r ( u s e r
__
c j u n t } , u s p r
_
~ o u r.
cell r ee d
_
i o pert ' c o m r< a n d
__
s t a t u s
_
r e *: l s I
-'j r , r e .-_.•-. '. ; - .
c s 1 1 ^ o " f n r t' r c < n ^ a r d j r o ^ p t 1
1
cal read io oort ' c o ,pn "n 3 n d ^t-t i>; ^ ^ ^ i ; ' -> - r ? c -.• ; " • _>
c 3 1 1 -°rf or 71 co^^s rd i i? c online)?
call rlear_ready_flaai
call i n i t s y n c ;
°r.d;
call i n c r e me n * _u s e r
_




d v is register = receive r]oc-' available?
call us?" o r o c e s s J




o o r t [ o c w
_
p o r t _ a i d r e s s , ' c f ' c 4 J
/ * Necessary actually only for i S c C 1 as d e s c - 1 b e
d
Perry's thesis. Note: This m a s k s interrupt r j ^o
do not want whatever S3C this c^d^ was runr.iur in,
respond to further N 1 3 1 ? interrupt signals because user
no longer using Ethernet. */
call decrement 'iS or count?
put s k i d ' 3 )
;
put edit ((border ( i ) do i
rut s k i r ( 2 )
or v a y o u t *
/
1 to e3 ) ) ( a )
;
/ * end m a i n cod y * /
64




^ O 2" •— ^ r^ r ' " ' * t ^ ^ ' ? s r- 1 r Jol
r u d t Controller [ ? I C )
. »i- *c 1* 1* -V *.* T T* 1N *V 1' *P
initialize_pic:
o r o o e d u r e »
D "^ C L .4 R E
w r i t ° i o entry IM* :j , b i
1"! u r l T p inCall W or (irwi liort r- - c
call w r i t e _ i o_p o r t ' i c v; £ __ u o r t _ a 1 d r <= s - , i c v; ;
r a 1 1 v r i t e_ i o
_p o r t ( i c w4
_
po r t a 1 c r^ss.i o w
4
c a 1 1 writ- ic sort ; o c. w port ad c1 r e s c > , ? r w 1 i
end initialize
***#-r *.* i- -i*i- *.- *r i* ^r *r VV i* '* i* i* *'- "i* "f *P i- i^ i* -r 1- *.- "i* 1- -i T -i-
/*
/* This module is used to issue c opt a re. to
/* ETHER MET Communication Controller r:ar:
/v V T 'l* '.- '." 'i- *r
D°r ^o r"n command '.






command rit (9) ,
ree_val'.je bit (y) ,
srf bit (8) ,
writ io oort entry (bit ' 9 ) ,
bit. ( a ) ) .
read io oort entry (tit (8) ,
65
/* en:
call write i o
_
p c r t ' c c - ~ a r a _ r e g i s t e r , r ;,
~
'
do while (srf 5, ' ? 1 ' b 4 j = ' ? ? ' b 4 1 ;
call real io_r>ort :. in t erru ct _s : a tus_ n
srf )
;
end ; / :;; do whi le :;; /
call r e a j io port ( c o °i na n d status resist
re.e_va lue ) ;
if (reg value > '01 'b4) then
o
.
/* not 'SUCCESS on SUCCESS with Retries)
lit S K '.
5 t c :
;
M V can a failure
(col(35 ) ,a i
;
»^n r"r-D?rtor'r eerie
>p -p #p ;,« 5p «,« jp ;, ?p ;,' ,-p 5p -,; *,- >,- *jC ?,- :,* ?,* *,; ^p *,. «p ^p
/* This seer ent will transmit a racket : tre structure in
/ :; : t
-
n e declarations section ) - All fields -n u s t c e ;,V
/
*
appropriately assigned prior to calling this procedure.
/ * * /'
tra r S"T, it_oa r, k'et :
procedure external;
rEC L.ir E
srf hit ' F ) ,
reg_value bit ( ~ ) ,
write i c
_
p c r t entry (bit ( 3
)
,
bit : e )
,
read_io_port entry (bit °) ,
b i r. ( 8 ) ) ,
66
r a >» ! P
"X"' 1 n c "" r
i {- - V
"I p, f -. , - r) t C !"
/ * ce.ci r. *
/
call disabie_cpu^ interrupts!
i o w h i 1 6 ( c
o
v. y is register - t ^ "
.
codv l e register T- =. /"» c 1 - 3
/-.= p r o 5 p r t for f u t u r p i r? o 1 *= ft"' e n t c t i o n s p t- O ,' r
operations in d r
c
Ccrn rrn ur. i c a t i o r. s s of
Cf o c, c t 3 :*^ 1 i
call er.able_cpu_in t-e r r u l t s ;
d c while ' codv i e register = r a n s " i * -» •- j
codv i e register = receive d ~ a d o
call disable
ccpy_ie_ register = d i s a b 1 a
_
n i 3 *' 1 ?' ir. t
call write i o rort( interrupt Q n a b 1 e r
< r 5 ;




/* Tell M 1 30 1 £" where transmit packet niay b e found :;: /'
call write_bar ( a d d r
_
x t i t o V: t c rn ) ;
call write_io_port(hich_ b y t e
_
o o u r t
_
r
3 ,-, ' •£ ' b 4 } ;
/=? ^45 bvtes *
/
/* Byte count for NI3210 */
call write_io_pcrt(low r.yte_coant r ee , ' f 6 ' b 4 )
;
coo y_ie_ register = trans rnit_dna_do.ie;
call write io port (interrupt pv. able register
,
67
i i L8_cpu_mterr iJDts.
.
v
-^ r. t- o ^ i s t — rw [: 1 i tr ' '
; / v 1 o o i u r t i * h -3 1 r I e y> r u i
t a .-t e s c^re of the T Z D :




c o r t ; r. c r <=>.:• i c»p»
load and
do while i'srf1 S '£l"b4) = ' '7 ^ ' o 4 ) ;
rail read ic_cort' i'* = r" ,jrt_!';v., s_:
°rd; / * do v bile :;: /
call read io oc rt ', cc^^cT d status resist °i , re.
r. 7- f
y U S T be ^ e a d a f t ^ r a c o ^ ~ a r 1 i ^ i s s 'i — -
the host r o ~ r a r. d w o >j 1 d. 1 e ignored
end trarsrit packet!
*r- -r- n- V <v ->• V V V '.* '»• V V *•* *r • i- -i" i* *.*
m e n t will be active only for the SBC t
access right. All hoards will receive
This
the
interrupts but f i r s t o o r. d i t i o r. a 1
v i f ternir. al_service = in oro^r^ss 5
a r irm^diate return f r o n* interrupt




v i r. this v 5 r ' . r
will cause
or those not




• i- t "»» t 'r ' -i' "i" *r * * t *
H L
_
i n t e r r u p t
__
h a n d 1 e r :
procedure external;
6R
/ - This r c u t i nslioi 'rr
5 ? 3 b" =555"':'! v IdrrUap? i
c e s s c
- n n i v
T T, i
write_io_port ei :,ry (bit 3 ) ,
bit ; 8 ) ) ,
read i o d o r t e n t r v (tit ( H ''
b it (6 ) ) ,
e n a b 1 £ c p u internets e n t r y
,
disable ct)u interrupts e .1 1 r y ,
W ^ i t ° h ^ r c
/*
a : entry ( bi * ( 16} )
5
r *>* /
if (terminal service = ir. progress) then
do!




call write_io_pcrt i n t e r r u p *.
_
e n a b 1 e r c ^ i s t e :
disable n i 3 ? 1 2
_
i r. t e r r u r t £ )
call writ c s r a d d r r c v j '^ t r ™ )
c s 1 w ** i t e i o c o ^ * ' " i s ^ byte ^ o i n t ~ e r* f' 1 b 4- •
/* 26? tytes */
call w rite_io_port( low by te_cour.t r e .-• , ' ?, 4- ' b 4 1
/ * initiate receive Ti^ \ * /
copy_ie_recister = receive d r a '"! : r:
c a 1 write i o d c ^ t i ^ t e " " n i c t p r a b 1 c ^s- i c * p"




/* do :;r /
if 'copy ie register - receive d "n a d o .1 e ) t
Oi
call s e t
_
r e a d y
_
f 1 a «? ;
/'•' informs a terminal that data is ready
copy_ie_reeis ten = receive_blocs avail ab]
call write_io_port ; i n t e r r u 1i > t
_
e n a b I -
_




end; /* if then do */
69
O T' o -. 1 c It " -a
n ,- / i
r e Ci
p r d » / ^ : i *" t h 5 n J "! ;': /
- bloc' * c V
1 "l T £. r ru h a n a 1 e r
T 'i* T I'





This orocedure I'ro^rts t h
£
/* remote communications - note that the only a c c e d t a
/•' inpu
/ * D e s t




1 s ids' (without the a u
o





t e r m i
o a c ic e




s e r v i




















roa ] r ° c d V
r e a u e s t eat
b i na ry f i x
e
H
. b i n ( 7 ) based ' o
t (a),
bit ( e ) .
(S) ,
e d bin (15),
oonse char 1? ) v e r y i n «?
,
_
?' e s pc r s e char (3 ) ,
entry ' h i t. ( 16) . r. o i n * e r ,
fixed tin i 1 5 ) )
,
entry '.pointer, b i t ( 1 f ) ,
f i x e a bin 115)),
) static ini t { '22 'b4 )
,




> cs i ^ ,3 c ra o * r ** V
"I c> .a ** p c ;s .^ ". ' ?
>ut S£i o list :ra; n j
?cf p H i_ t * = r ~ i r. a 1 ) c * £ ) ) ;
transmit d a t a block. tyne field c = t •? r n i r. a I '
sprvir r jc, j«p ? a = continue •
do while s e r v i c e r •? s o o r s e — 'exit' 1';
data = n o t
_
r e a d v
;
put skip list ( 'REMOTE> ' ) I
g e 1 list '
s
D rvi c? response);
if (service resoor.se = ' rn e s s a g e ' ) then.
10
;
packet type = ^es sase t yr e I
o 'j t s k i o list i Destination; ) 5
get list (destination r e s j
o
rse)!
if 'destination response = ' *' d s ' ) *. ~.
cluster = clus t erl
»
if 'cluster = cluster^ •~ a r
transmit data_b lock. destir.ation_ad dress e
transmit data block. desti nation _address_f
end!
/ n< cluster — c 1 i " s f e r 1 :,: /
do;
transmit data_block.destiraticn_address e
transmit data block. desti nation address f - ' ;*A
° i * /
,c ° 1 S ° - '"
:
'" /
if ' nacke t_ type - message tyoe) then
tra.nsmit_data_block.type_field_a = message t y o
e
put skip list ('Message: ');
re ad into ( tvar ) ;
read into ( t v a r ) > / * must read twice '' /
transmit data block. data = tvar!
/ * no w must g e t the right t o u
s
r e s p u r o ° m u 1 1 i p 1 O Y D
' among all users.
transmit oacket template in common me^orv
call r ecu est! /" Intel u '"-<6 assembly lar/r
routine - will loop i n d e f i n i
until my s p r v i c e n u ~ b e r
is reached
terminal sem/KP = in u regress;
•*/
/ * : my turn!!! So, write the transmit oacket




rail r -^ -
_ o uc
d o w h i 1 e .data
" <=
- ^ v f 1 a ,? ) I /
r :
T ready
a t5 read re. t for reso
/ ::< u q 9 5 routine that read
f 1f 1 a s which interruot ha n d i p ^ (c<^'^ r^'j r, 'ic;atio r r a r i ^ e r




/* data is r Q a d / i r c c m ^c r. rn er c i
remote host has r e
s
cal ^ o v e to 1 n f a dd r *cv c \ X n*
a d d i" ' r s " ° i v r i j t a
? « <? 1 :
call clear_ready_fla=?;
terminal ^s c rvic^ = complete?
call release? / :;: allows n = x
serviced
v 5 p r- t;
/
" display response on C = T :;: /
if (receive_data block. tyoe f i e 1 d _ a = -esse-:? t
y
then d o »
/* get type field_b to determine
is trying to communicate with
3 i- A t Vof-
tr.ib
then f. l v e a ^ appropriate response ;,: '
if (' r e c e i v e _d a t a _ b 1 o
c





out skin list i ' Y D 5 responds with: 5 ;
i = ?:
Easy method to convert character data tc aritnre
data - 'overlay" character variable with arithmeti
va ri a bl e name
.
1 1 c.
o - a d d r ' r e c e i v e
_
d a t a
_
1 1 o c < . d a t a ll);
do while ( i < = convert_tc_Dinary - 1 ) ) 5
out edit (receive_data v 1 o c :< . i a : - : i N )
\ a ( 1 ) )
;
i = i + i;
end ;
72
z r. * vj
e r d ; / ; ' ; i
end ;
end ;




? r P- N! a T
=
Da 1,?





Professor 7 a i r e
s
Provide synchronize I i
•isers !,c ri-st i r ^ serv
Svnr c n ronizati o n -: ~> u t
1
U G 1 "; ^
ou hi 1 c
3!lM iC
D'iOl i r"




i ni t sync
r =5 1 _r~a 1 y_ : 1 as:
r 1 e a r ~ p a d y f I a s
se* _ready_flaa
in. c r°r' 3r! t u s p r count
d 'j v I i c d ° o r e '" = r. * user count
Ea uates
o p rr o r P" ? ~ c r v s e 3 e q u 2 s 2 '> '•' ' ^
unt iqu iea ; r :j ? contention tins




t i c sc e ireturr. the next ticket
;bx
n u rr o ° r l n
7i
r e u p a
t i r 1
1 o r ¥ xcr.z a x , r. e x :








r p p p a *
_
b x . a x
ax
n e x t , a x
St
I s e t r-5erve: v a i '-
J 2. ° t t ] C r. 6 t r. U r"> C ? J'
5 r 9 j p a t if r p s :" r v -~
; r e t u r r. i e x ' !: p >p
C i,' " *~ t» p Q c r" v 3 •"1 " =
t h 6 CUStCTPrs * 1 " -" "' *
i e I a y is 5 -21 i b a t v p p
o v. p r ,: c j f Chi-? 5 5 T 7 P r
a ^t! r










r: x , i c o i r: t
o x
a v a i
a ~ a i n
; if t ic>?t
5 c o ^ * ^ r 'i "'
-< r n c c.
n r
*
> r t; a
v ,2 r* ^








c p t 'v' p r-





> y o p — C Tj " \r a. r- -r ]_
< s ' i d r p s p r v a j v a i \ p
r p a u p s , Jget a tirkp
J served
C :. J rt _ 1 O. ^ ^
ousr. as
push ax
s u s r. b x
m o
v
ax f comnon xi e .m o r 7 s
e
f
pi v p s , a x
; se t as to a -id r e c. q -
7-
jC p "o t
cor 5 x
o o c: e ?•
r-o^=£c = ; ! 3, 3. V 56 rvs r r. ' . " r r- " 3 ." ~ ~
! o f ~ e a i or '.•• r i t a d o ^ r g t ]
p • 1 5 h s 5
•: 5 r. a >'
T C V a X C ^ "^ C *" '': c n n p 7 c e ,- *c — * — c. r -i ^ •« -^ ~ - q -
i"qv e ^ . 3 y J t ? "i r •'
C 5 1 1 a i V c ""! C P < n r ;op y or - ~ - = p
? ' J rl 7
ret
'i t s y n c :
push a c
C 1 ' s
w a X
n v ax ,Ci^t on
" V ^s .ax
~ V ax , 1
-n n v c. ° r v a r ,ax




r ".' 5 e i? . 5 e t e°: 1 a
; r e r. c r 7
T~p^-} r ° a d v f 1 a 2







ox, ccTTo ri_ le^cry s c r »s p t a s
e s , x ; r e n r y
a 1 , ready f 1 a s
02
es
a 1 d r e s s c ~ ~
i ea r 5i y
DU 5 h 9 5
D U 5 V. 5 X
m o
v
5 T c o "^ "7? o n h pn c r '/ s p 2 I s 9 t qc
r- o e s . e x J^p^cr
y
rev ready_fla2, ? Jr^cdy.
D J
. X
jC D v c
r c t
r. o













pj i 5 9 T. = S
» t 9 rn c r y
-
i' 93-d y










ax, CO m ^C r:_ Trrr CTV 5-"f" ! S ° t 9S
e s , a x ;^e n or.y
'is er _c our. t , 1
ax
- c c " ~
7?
P r. -n p.
u 5 r. -5






a X •. C ~ ~ C r.
_
"" c T 7 .'<'
6 5 , a X
us-^r r; o u n t 1





-i -.- 'r •
a t a
o c c r-
; c r. 1 y on? set c f s = 3aer
I e x i 5 t in romor ^e^ory
;arce:--r. via e s
4r_
'.:S5 ~_c du r *
server
next





?u L I S T I '-i j IS . Arc
D a t f
V r i 1 1 6 r. c y
"or
fl.d.visor
? i: r p o s e
17 May 1984
I z z 8 t ?erci n ls r
T h s s i s
? r ofe c s^r SC c c r a s
L o ad c bus 2 c u r e c s a ^ i b y t •
and writes to s ~e c : : i r I /
;





public r ? 5 d i o d o r t
public write bar
v rite i o tort
? a r a - e t e r Passing Specification:
parareter 1 <port address>
oarameter £ < va 1 ue to be output t 3 H r- r» <~ ~
pcrtaddr c ss rb 1
push bx! push si! push dx!
7i o v si, f b x ]





t o v a 1 , r s i 1
rr\ n \r ^]_ port a d d r e c ^








joe ax :I - ~ -, A -. I
cert :




n o o n t a i. d r ^ c s
"
;




















ous n c : ! ous h ~
[bx]
fsll
t a d d r a s ? al
c [bxl






OC -> t r ^ o rv c i i r 1 "• n
v r i t s bar
a s s i n s Specif







. e t T3 e b y t
i
t em o e s
eau v b y
h
e a u 2 b a h




This module conDu*es a 2V bit address
dress - actually it bmation
ar.c! the I? passed via a parameter list.
? c
j u ^ n C X ! d u s r. a x ' "





n o v t e n u . es, es
"1 o v dx. es
r T
rn o v si










e__ ty t e
.
H v ix , t e ~ d e s




; in no a -; ^
a d d . 1
:
i n c t er^ j D by t e
no 3 d d : n »j * 1 ^a r__r;or t . al














_"bar_Dor t , al
! pep d x ! pop e s
31
a ? ? : n : i x i
* c : u :
:
r c t t v n r- v r v ' f^ f *
^ r ^ s ^n
Date
iv r i 1 1 p n b y
"or
A d v i s o r
p'jr JOS''
o u p 1 1 c n o v e
U V 1 i c Tiove It
: CTarc~ss . = B
6
:19 M 3;/ 19=4
: I z z e t Percirler
: Thesis
:?rofessor K o d r e s
:
v ov°s lata f r ot I o
n e m o r v u n til i a t a ^: c. i r C i-3 T 1
to ve_to__cm :
? Module Interface Specification:
entry
oarameter 1 froT (local memory)
parameter 2 to (common memory)
oaraTieter 3 number_by tes
Parameters 1 and 2 are offsets only
exit
un c h a n s e i
u r. c h a r. r ? 1
u p. c h a r; .-- c i
oush es
push ex
'j s h ax
DUSh bx
push si










[si] ; si contains caranet°r 1
2 [bx]






















l? a '7 7 O




Mcd'Jle Interface S oeci fiea l i er. :
e 1 1 r y
f r o pi (cofffon memory)
to (local memory)
n um b e r b y t e s
! are offset 1- only
parameter l
parameter 2
^fi T, 3 rr ?'£ r<; 1 a°
V - f "rn'r-a*1
r.i l
v t e s





r u s h ds
push ex
pu s h ax
e u s h bx
push si
push ii
rr> Q v si ,
no v s i
,
me v di


















[si] ; si contains parameter 1
?. [bx]
[ d i "I '< d i cor. t a i r s parameter 2
4 [ b x ]









'HE V CTULE LI ST INS C? "iMT
Da t e
W r i 1 1 e n
"For
i
<i v i c c r
rlnterrpt .ar6
: I z 7 e t ?? rci ". j 5r
: T h e s 1 s
: ? r c f p 5 s o r K o £ r e s
jProvides t h a i r i t i a 1 i ? a 1 1 c n
disables S?U inter rucr. < .
uu b 1 i c initialize_cpu_interrupts
public enable ?* 'ou interrupts
p u b 1 i c i i s a b 1 e _ cnu_interrupts
° x t r r hi i n t e r r u p t h a n i 1 e r : fa r
ir. itialize_cpu_irterrupts:
; Module Interface Specification:
; Caller: E t h e r t e s t ( ? I / 1 ) ? r c c » d u
r
; Parameters: NONE
in itmodule cse~ common
or^ 114h
int5_offsejt rw 1
i n t 5_£ erf er. t rw 1
p u s h b x
push ax
mov bx, offset in terruDt_har.dler
m c v ax, ?:
push d s
nov d s , ax
no 7 as:int?_offset, bx
mov b x , c s












E t h e r t = s t ( ? L / 1 !
V \'E










; I ? , C S , and flass













i ; r i '. i : C T- O :i
Don e s










jd?; ( n t
LISTING OF <-•,* ->
/v I/O :o:' aidnesses
TVo^p y a ]_ 1 1 a c. j pc ^ O c C i *" ' C t r '"] ? 'J c •—
\' 1 3 • 1 ° M U L T I B U S r o E T h E F \! I. T i n 1 6 r fa c e y ; ;r
r f v- q I/O d o r t address of ' b ;? . p x
5 w itch ) v ill reauir? a o
h
raf ]oq t *Vpt q 'i g r t" c .
co r,"6j''i r e
.
;! i s t r- r
C C rrr15 rd ^ t a t U S r o j • ? * J r
transmit_iata_resister
interrupt^ 5 1 a t u s
_
r p s
h i =* n byte count' r = ^*
lCW t V t ° C f. 1 1 "i t f a ;'
V- • -
> u-





en: f I/O oo rt ' O C, C - J c :;: /
Interrupt er.gr. 1
disable _r. 12010 interru
n i 3 1
_
i r. t r d t s disable
r e c e i v e
_
1 1 o c k
_
a v a i 1 a c I
transmit d n a core
receive d m a d o :• e















register v a 1 u *
^ t a n d Fur. ctior ''odes : ~
/
u 1 e i o t f: r t a o ~-
_
1 o o p b a c /
e r n a 1 1 o o o b a r *
a r
_
1 o o o t a c k
offline
online
o a r d
_





by ' n Z- ' -< 4.
by ' ~> ' . <
b y ' ? ' 1 4 ,
by 'Co'-D d f
by ? a >--
by 2 - r 4
,
by '29 'b4,
' 3 f ' t 4
:
/* end Command Function Cedes
87
i 3' Y
r e ~ ?• t e 5
T H I MODULI LISTING 05
procedure c p t i c n s f ^ a i r.
^ toj. 5 t
erarner
M o d u 1 e Function
15 '-lay 15c
4
I z z e t ? e r c i r. 1-r
T h i c 71 d U 1 6 is 1 ? c " =*
and receive packets
to art as a n. i s t a r. t
the p-ulti-user C?/iv ;yc ft!
/*







/* I N T i-R 1 A Is
/*
A ."•
1 transnit data_block 5 * 3 * i ? ,
2 destination address a
— "> * / bit ' 8 ) initial ( ' c 2 ' b 4 ; ,
*•* / 2 d e s ^ • i n a t i r address b
— - >*/ bit : e ) 1 n 1 t : c 1 ,'/7'r4:,
^ / 2 destination address c
—
;
v / bit '£) initial ('21'bt .
2 desti.idtion_address_d
— >*/ bit (6.) initial ' 54 ,
v / 2 destinatior. a c d r e s s a
— >
:;V tit t) , /- must re assign?
* / 2 destination _address f
bit 8) , / v rr u s t be ass 1 .-• -. - :
2 typp; f ieid_a
bit , ° ) , / v must be a s s 1 .? :• e
2 type f 1 e 1 a
_
b
bit 18) ini tial ( '?? 'b4 .1
,
2 data




2 framp length 1st
bit '. t ) .



















ra n P_l?r.^tr._rs :
""-ti^a^icr ~ d d ^ = s s t
ES*inatio r a d d ~ = ^ s c
Es r inat:on_address^ i
p s t i r 3 1 ice address e
e s t i n a T. i n a d d r e ^ s f
ourcs_addrsss_ a
u r c e 3 d d r e s s ;
.
Q } A r C B ,a^^roc,c r-
u r c e address d
u r r e a d d r s 5 s a
g ) t- p c p >i H t» c c; c c
yja f 1 E 1§ d ?
y t)
«
" f 1 e 1 :
_
c
3ta" : 27- )
~
'Jr r y t er c
_
u










originator tit 1 3 ) ,
r c vd
_
pa c l-c e t
_
t y pe bit '5 ) ,
c Dy is r c=i s * 2 " bit I c ) ,
( i , i , * ) 1' 1 x e d Din (15),
re £_value bit ( £ ) ,
operation bit ( 9 ) ,
80) char 1) static 1 n 1 1 : a >- A
/* Modules e x t s
r
p. a 1 to




d > r t Entry c 1
1
read_io_pcrt Entry d 1
t
i r. i t i a 1 i z s_ c pu __ i n t e r r .ip 1
5
ErablE c* T) " < i r t ° r ^ u ri 1
5
d i sa 1 1 ^
_
c pu interrupts
w r i t e bar ^r,* r y (. y c i n t e r )
p " r r •
/* End nodule list, in, 'v /
treolace
/* codes scerific tc the Intel 8259a Prc-rramna cl







r, q % P t V £> T
»; /
1 c v 2 p c
/* 1 c w ? , 1 r v. r
,
v/ i cw±_rc
/r and o c w */ ? r w o r
/ * US o S£^ e :
:
/
/ v uor t a a ^ r */
ppi;t
T> Q C. C.
ess
/ : ' : r. o t e
c. c r. : r
v or:
-> c v = - >
won
i evl by ' 1 .-. ' :~
.
tri(-!r*p r 3 i i n p U t
i c v 2
/ * ^ o s t si
fc y t e 5 fc-r a
l c w ;: nterruot -
w i i i te i 4 <; n e if
i 14 r. e x





/ * automatic end : f i r. t a
a r 1 buffered n o d e / •' a *> t a r
o r w a by
/ * u
n
t a 5 £ interru o t fj fc : -
•as 7. o t n e i s






a w a i t_packet
d a c k e t received
lessfi;' ty oe
/* include constants s pe c i f i c t c the N 1 3 ?
1




by • --i 'b4
,
c y ' ^C '04,
b y '?{? ' b4 .
by '21 '04.
C V '71 ' b4
;
9?
* i n c i \i 4 e ' r. i 2 ? 1 ° . i c 1
/ V -i* *i ; *r V '* V V -. : V *r •>* . *,. ... * ( . n . »,. , r «p ^
.
/ : ' : Ma i r 3o d y :,;
out list ( cl 53 rscrEEr )
!
put skip;
D'jt edit ((border ( i) do i = 1 tc -•' )
x uf r ctio:i = a <va:t__ packet:
: a 1 1 r ° a i i c u c r t ' " c n r1 a r. i s t a *. ~i s r - r. i s t e r
call in. itiaiizeoic;
c a 1 i n i f. ] a 1 i 7 e c o u ir:* c TuO'S •
r :dv i p
_
r e ~ l s t e r --• receive b 1 o c >
_
a v a i i
call s y s t en_ ? r o c e s s ;




put edit ((border ' i d c i
Dut skir. (2) ;
? \ i a i :
/ ;!; end ti a i n bod y :;: /
/ '. : *r *i* V v i* V '.• *r '." *f-
iritialize_pic: procedure;
write i c jcrt e r. t r v b i r
r> r o c ccall write _iooort (irwl port.
call w r i t e
_
i o port 'icw2_cort ~ : :
call w r i t e
_
i c c o r t ' i r w 4 p c r t _ a d a
call writP_io_cort ; :< c v oort_ad dress
e r. d initialize o i c:
;
? s s , i c w 4
/tV '.»
-i- T T- T* 1- -r*-<-'•-/
yr oceiure c r'™ T A r 1 )
;
D E C L A ?. E
command bit ( 6 ) .
y i
r 6 c VfiiUE C 1 * *~ ,
s r f c i : 5 ) ,
vri tei o -or t er. try
i C C U x U iJ \j i L w I. • I
.7
/* end declare
srf = 'P b4;
call write io o o r t ( c o rr"T' a r. d r e z i s
•In v r 1 ' o srf & ' / 1 ' b 4 )
Call P ,3 "] ^ "> —• ,^\ V*
er. d * /''-: dc whi 1 e 5~/




if [vex vdae "- ' ? 1 ' b 4 ) then
do;
'
/* not (SUCCESS or SUCCESS with
5 t T3 J
riii / ltd */
- >
n d perform c o ~ "> a r. d ;
transmit uacVret procedure
external?





r 1 1 1 s t e r bit
pa c*et_ty pe
srf bit (8) .
reevalue bit [$) .
write_ioport entry
r o ad io oort e r. t r y
enable_cpu_interrurts








— >-\ ^ -~
/* begin '-•/
call disable_cru_ interrupts;
io while '. c n o v i 6 register = t r £ r. c - ~ 1
t
cor y a :• i c t c t
call enable c :-j in t i_ r> t> -1—1 r c
do while i eery 1=1 T» Q ^ 1 C. 7 P
t~ <r. r* —
call o i s a 1 1 p ccc i r 1 e r r "j r. t s J
e r , d ;
cody is r D ? i s l ? r - disable r. i 3 .'' 1 r i r. r. -~ r
disable r.iOvvi ;-' :
sr 'a ' v..
if (cluster = cluster?']
do;
transmit data block. destination aid
t. r a r. s r i t 'lata b 1 o c k . d ° s t i r. ; ,-i -i r- c c c c - ':--,'




transmit data bioc.c.destioati '": a d d ~ — 55 e -
t r a n s n i t
__
d a t a
__
b 1 c k . d ° s t i a * i c r address f =
erd; /* else do */
if ( oa c k e t t y oe - ~ e s s ~ s e t v n e ;
transmit data b 1 c k . t y c f i e 1
!
' -;
call write bar ; a d d r (
t
oata
call •<• r : t e i > per t : r i sb. _b y t e
_
c u n t
_
r eg , ' 2 ' b 4: ) I -' :: ' '?. 4c t y t •
nail w r i t e
_
i
_ p r t ' 1 c v _ b y t e ~ c u n t r -? g ,
'
r" - ' c
* :
c T) y i 2 r ° -- i s ' ? ^ = tr5 rt-"i t i m c 1 c n ° ;
call write i
_
d r t ' i r 1 e r r u td t e r a ~ 1 a r e g ; s * e
transmit i ~ a ions <
call p na b le _c pu _ i n t e r r u p t s
I
do while (copy i e register = transmit d n a lone
end; /'<' 1 o until the interrupt carol
takes care of tee III' interrupt
it sets II_?.EG to 4 */
call write io oort{command_re3ister,
1 a 4 _ a r d send);
do while ( •: s r f S ' 1 ' b 4 J = ~ ' b 4 ) ;
call reai io oort, interrupt status reg, srf
... *
pal r* o <a i"j l /> C ^ t r- r\ r- •
3 v.- n lie "
-j c * ^ " • • c
/*
in tsrr jD* handler! croceiure ?x t^rr.s
'
''' This r o u t i r e is called f r o r the
P3£6 assembly lar.a-iase i r. te ?:•:: '
p j r t « j tt




d o r t e **. * r y
read, i c pert e r. t r v "
enable c o u in terriiDts
disable c i t- f a t» *'
write_bar entry c> o i r. : e r ;
'''''
be*-: in v /
"all d i s a v 1 e'_ c o u interrupts?
call write i o j c r t ( interrupt - " a u - 1 e :°? i r;
diSdtl.e_r.i33 13 ;::^rr^;
i f ' c o j y i° r o;:*ist'riT' — r ° r ° i v c bloc/ 5 v = ^ . ~
"
t h e n ~ d o
!
call write car ( a d d r ' r e c e i v e data rr* i "• ^ -"
/* 2^? bytes ::t/
A'T-^*p ^n Eort'^^-? ^! ^" v * e
call write l o
_
p o r t ' 1 c w _ b y t e _ c o \: r t _ r e .-: , ' -
cor y i e r p r-is t> ^3 ^ j^ * ;r a
rail write i o jorti interrupt » r a 1 1 ° r Q £ i s * -~- : ,
O ^ c 1 •' =re
end; /* do "V
else
if (copy ie_res:ister = receive_i.'na_dore tn si
do;
operation = oa c .< c t
_
~ec e i vei ;
r o p y _ i e _ r e f i s t e r • = receivp_blocK_avaiiable?
call write_io_port-;interruDt enable register,
receiv.e_block a v a i 1 a b 1 e ) ;




t h p r. i c
'
r n r v " p " ° ? i ^ t e " — r e ^ a 1 v ° b 1 o ^ ' a
rail write_io__?crt ' i r. t e r r u o t
__
e r. = > i




5 t e n
_
c r o c e s s :
DSCLAS5
ce
p d o i n t e r
,
convert__to_binary fixed b i r. • n > b a c - i
t v a r char 4 1 i y e r v i r. r. .
i fixed bio [ 15) ,
write i o nrt entry c i t 'v ~ ) , c : t
o c u y ie re^risT^r — r c c c i v -^ b 1 o c <
call write io cort interrupt e r. a d 1
•• q i .0
li r» o /* * c * ."
r°cpiv° b 1 o c f. r>. '.' f*i i ~
nut skiu list ('AWAITING NETW'OFK COVFUNIC :'I ;
put skip;
d c v h i 1 e ' 1 b ) »
if ( c r e r a t i c r - Backet received! t r.
cell disable ecu i o * = r ~ i
if 'receive data fc 1 o c k . t y o e field a = ~ e s s a s ;
then do:
r c v 1
_
p a r k = t
_
t y p p = n e s s a .%
originator = receive data h i o c k . f y i, e f
out skid o; e.nt \ rer^irai , ori.-?i r.a t or
sent the following ^ossa?^
:
; a .
K 4 [2 I , a '
i = 2;
p = a d d r r e c e i v e _ d a t a Diock.data 1 ) )
do while (i <= (convert to_binary + 1;;
out edit 'receive d a t a
_
b 1 o c k . d a t a : i ) ) ( a ; 1 ,
i = i + 1 ;
end ;
r a n sm i t data b 1 o c k . t y oe f i
.' - c. _ :3 UM
r i s i n 3 t r
-
r i e! i na !cr = L. 2 - .1
d r i «? i r. sicr - •4 1 .-




tvar = 'Terminal 1 message was
e 1 s e
if ; or ir; i ra t or = '?? 'c
tvar = 'Terminal 2 message was r?ce
r
- i s "
if ( c r i z. i n a 1 r = '•'"'"
tvar = 'Terminal 3 ~ c s s a ,/• a w a - r°: =
if -originator = ! * '
c
tvar = 'Terminal 4 ^ e s s a e e was r ~. c a
_a " o - ifa -, 1 '
end ;
operation. = await 1
end 5




i r. * e r - <i - * s ;
d 'j t s «ri "D 1 2 ; list ( ' r. e s d n se IS.: ; .I1
call t r a n s t 1 1
_
a c > e t cluster/, r c v i
_
d a •" f. e t
er a J
e n d J /* do w r i 1 e f r e v ° r v /
end system orocess?
»r t *i' *»* *** **- i* 1* '1* 'r v ' T *p * ' -t- '.* "1* "i* -t* •
d ) / : ' ; proo^diirc? r °n c t,
~
5 " s /
96
i p P 7 \! P T Y "
TEE v D U L E L I S T I \! " r
'
'
p 5 n^ c d : procedure options i ni a. i o ) »
/* j a t p
Mod vie F' t i r«>"
1 5 M ay 1964
I z z p. t ? e r c i r
Thi s nod 'jle
A v f"i p c p ^ \r 3
to act a ^ a
the -ulti-us
D E C I A R E
/* x*/
/* assign e d ! */
/* by v¥/
/* XEROX i *// )--:-/
/* ^v
/-,: as signed ! */
/=;-- by N !(« J
/* I NT E? LAN ! */
/* \*/
tr, it lata giock s
2 destination a. d d r e s s =
' = i ir. i
' --0
2 destination a d d r p c • ^ r
c i
v (S ) ini t ial • "'? ' ' M )
,
2 destination a d d r ri c s
bit (9) initial , "'.'1 ' r4 ,
2 d e s t i n a t i c r.
_
a :i d r :
'
s s ".
oi t (e ) initial - "'-'/ ' r -- ,
2 destination address
c : t S ) , ?'' nus t Ee a ss i.r-
2 d 3f-'*i r'ati '" 2 d d
r
p ^ s f
bit iP) , '/' T,:.5' :- a^5 ; -;
2 tyoe_field_a
bit ' H) , /* rus t b c a £ ; : .•
2 type field_b
bit (£) initial 'c'yJ'c4
2 date
char ( 2 3 £ ) varying.








d n r» f >" c --
X fra^elle-2th^5> r i I - ! ,
X destination a d d r E 5 5 a r i * -
2 destira:icr_aid~ E c. c r r ". r j ,
2 i6Sti r 3tic*' a d d
r




^ Qp<;t i "g*i «r a j/1 r - r 5 -i • r - • .
2 "P^ljn^^l nri a H ^ r a s 5 e bl t ' -• ,
Q ncQfT^PT^^*" « .^ n "^ e s 5 P V. - - I
2 s o u r c s 5 "i i r 5 ^ s 5 c • - ~ '
,
2 5 ur f* 6 gH j t>oc s '; ': i \ i °- ) ,












2 5 o u r c ° address v ; *
2 source address f i f - .
2
2




2 data (239) c'r. 5 p \
2 c r c
_




^ c r ^ u o o ° r "H i ^ i 1 ° c yt c . 1 * f
2 c r c lower middle V, 7t s V -" - - i ,
2 err 1st ki 1 ; 7
b o r d e
originator bit ( 8 ) ,
rcvd_pactcet_t.VDc bit





- fixed b i n ! 15),
re£_value tit ( £ ) .
operation bit (
- ; ,
82) char : 1 ) static initial
/ :;: Modules external to C •"




p o r t e r. t r y .bit (
read_io_oort entry (bit
i n i 1 1 a 1 i z e_c pu _i n t e r r uo t s
D




i r t e r r u p t s
disable rnu i n t e r r u 1 1 s




/ :,- e n ^ module listing " /
9fc
/ "^ c o d e s ^ o ° c ' ^ i c to t'nc I r 1 2 1 i£ 2 c 9 a "^ r ~ ? ** ~ ""• "* *• c 1 ~-
irwl_i;ort_c d dress
/ : '" lots t r 3. t ^: ^ i c w 2 o o r t a 1 d r e s s
/* icw2 . icv4 ,*/ iov4_port_addres s
/ >;c ar.d ocw */ ccv_port_ad dress
/" use sa:ne */
/* port addr */
/ :;: rot-: lew == "> 1
r / c 2 C —
by ' c 2 ' b •
;
by 'c2'r:4




1 C V 1 CV
/# single PIC ^'fi^---;
t r l s. «? e r e i i r. r u t
l c v £' t /
/ :;- rn q 5 f; S 1 2" T. 1 f 1 C 3 !" t t 1 t S f '' * "
Jj y T p J f i p ^ n > «) * k- »• p •
t r ° effect! v e ~ t i r ,:j s s v
f i c v 2 -1 - interrupt ~ ) v At
will c e 42 he x * c
)
114 hex
i c v 4 r v
/-•c automatic end of i
:
and buffered ti o d e / ^ a s
o c w 1 c y
/ * unmask i n t e r r u p t 5 ' c
:
\
h a s k si o t b e ^ c
/ * o n j g259a c o i c" s v /
clearscreen
cluster?1
c 1 u s t e r 1
^ds
awai t_ Dacket
cacke t rece i ved
message tyoe
o y z ,
c y ^ c 4 .
by '?l'b4,
by F r o 4
,
by ' 2 ' b 4
,
by '2l'b4,












n O A *** Q V* ,'
£ i r. c 1 u r! e 'ri3812.icl'«
/ :;: M cir. Bod?/ * /
pu+ li c t '
,
olea r>c c r, e°r)«
put s o" i t i c c r i ? r i ) do l = i * : r '. ' , a '
operation = await
_ p a c £ e t i
£ $ \ r a 3 3 i o d o r t [ c z n~ rn a - i status r e s i s *-"." c - -~ : '\ - '
call ir.itiaiize_pic;
call initialize cpu i n terrupt s ;
c a 1 t p " f o r T c o t "* a i i f •? c d n 1 i r ° ) »
cooy ie_re2ister = reoei ve_ block avaiia - -
:
call systen_ pro cess
;
call oerfor^_CQ'Ti "i cr'd ( r e s e t ) i
d'j t skip ' 3 ) ;
put edit ( (border (i ) ic i = 1 to -" a ) I




e n i "lain tody :;: /




p o r t entry [ c i t icj , r : * - ' ;




a d a r ? > s s , i c v 1 ':
call w r i t e
_
i o o o r* t ( i c w 2 p o r t a rl ri r e '"•> s , i c ,: L
call write__io o o r t i c w 4 port a : a r a s c , i : * - *
call write i o d o r t i ocv do r t adlress,ocwl :
/ %* *r Sp V 5j; -
end initialize_pic!
^; 3» : -,'
-r *p n; -. ; *\* 'i~ *** *i» i- *p *r '.» *i» -." 'p n* *r- *' V* -t; *i" ^i* n* *i* -p *i* n : ^* 'j* *\'- *>* *»* *i" *»* ** ''* -t* '%- t -\- * • V 'l* "" *i*
perf o rn__c ommand :
D I C L £ R Y
•jrcedure ( c o rn rr a r. i )
1 sd ftj
c c 71 r7! c r. c "ii r '
srf~b i : ic) ,
1 i t e :o sort entry
ad i o "o o r t
srf = '? 'b4;
call write i c o c r t c o t n a n d r a
c
:: t
r c - —i —
-






p c r t ( c o " n a r d
_
_
s * a t u s r - ;* i -•
re.-: va\ .->. :
if !re^ value ; '01 'c4) then
ic:
/* rot (SUCCESS or SUCCESS vitr. -etr^
put skip edit ETKE'mt-t 3card Failur
r o
s t o u
;
nd ; / ::; itd *./
: >;: s[! i\:
transmit _pac>cet : procedure ''cluster , pao<e
e x t e r n a 1
;
t, tp r> 7 1 w V
cluster bit ' ? ) ,
pa c Ire t_t ype bit
srf bit ( F ) ,
res value b i t ( 8 ) .
write_io_port entry








/ * b e 2 i r. * /
call disable _cou_interruots;
i c while ( c o py_ i e _ r e £i s t e r
c o d v i e r e 2 i s * e r r> = r» o * " 3 ->--, •'
call ^r^lr^p:,::'^-.,.*::
coo 1/ i 6 register - r ~ c e 1 v c ' - ~ i z r. - •
call disable_ciu_ir. terructs;
er.d;
rail write io_pcr t =' interrupt °rabl~ r ; :•: ' : .
disable n i ' 5? 1 2 i r t e r r u i ! " ;
srf ~- '£'fc4J




trans r'l it data fc 1 o ^ '^ . d ,0 c 1 1 r. a t i o r a d d ^ e ^ s - = '.' ; -
.





c i :j s * ° r :: ciust°rl :,;
do i
transiiit_data_biock.destination_ad dress e - ?,\'z'-\
transmit data bl c c k . d 3 s t i n-a t i o r address . - ! * •
e n d J / * else 1 o :;c /
if ' p a c k e t _ t y pe - 7i e s s a *: e t / p e ; r .-. a .:
transrit_data_blorK. t y j e
_
f i e 1 d a r> : s -• ----- !; y . ;
call write_bar ( a d d r ( t r a n s n i t _d a t a
_
fc 1 o c >
all v r i t e
_
i c p o r t ( h i <=:h by t e
_
r o ur. t
_
r e f. .
' 's ); /v ?4c r y : - -.
call write_io_pcrt(low_byte o : j n T
_
r a .-- .
' f 6 ' r - ;
copy_i e_re2is ten = trars^i* j * ?. -.:_.>>'<
call write i o r o r t i n t ? r "U" t e r. a b 1 c r e ^i s t e ?*
t ra n s "' i t_"i '"a 1 n e '•
call enable_cpu_in terra pts '
do while ( co£.y_ ie_resis ter = t ransT-i t_ d^a lore-
J
end; /# loco until the interrupt handler
ta^es care of1 the TLT interrupt -
it sets II_?.EG to 4 */
call write_io_oort > c o nina n 1
_
r e? l s t e r
,
1 o a 1 and send}!
do while Hsrf S. '01 'b4) = v 00'b4);
call read io port (interrupt status re?, srf);
ir
1e r. d t r a n s i i *
^ r •• c t> e





rcceiure ;x f -rr3;
/ :;: This routine is o a 1 1 ^ c f r c n t h
8?^ 6 asse-'tlv lareua,?? interrupt
v r i r. 9 i o p o r t - ". t r y
read, i o
_
p o r t entry
enable cDu_i.iterrur>ts
d i s a b 1 e c p *j intern u o t s
w rite bar er.tr/ - o i
/* begin */
call 1 i s a b 1 e c pu
_
i r. t e r ru p t s ;




if (copy ie register = r e c e
i
then do;
call write bar ( r e c e i v e lata bloc -:
;f bytes */
o a 1 w r i t e i o d o r ^ h i sr ^ byte *" o i r t r -~
call write i o p o r
t
:
, 1 c w by t e ' r o u n t r ? z , ' •? ^
'
/* i ri i t i a t e receive D h* :. "r /
cocv ie_r°r ist°r - rec°r. •




-a i 1 r.
end; / * 1 c * /
else
if (rouv is register = r e c ° i v e d ~ a d ore t h e r
"do;





i v ' 1 ;
coDy_ie_resister = receive b 1 o
o
'f. a v a 1 1 a b ] e ;
call write i o
_
p o r t i n t e r r u p t _ e n a b 1 e _ r > = i c t r- r
receive block available)
end; / v if then do :;' /
103
C ° "D V IE I = r* 1
call write i
r 9 9 I V 9
_
t
~ r : -- r ° c* 1 c-
r -: -' v a : 1 ~-
~
-nil / : -: if t hen i
C*o*n n t ^ r* £: c C
D coir.ter,
c o n v
?
r t to b- i r. a r v f i T e d b i r.
t v a r char ( 4- ? ) varying,
i fi^ed b.ir. ; 15 ) .
write i o j o r t e r. u r y b i : ? • , b i
cory is r ° ? i a _ e — -r ^ ^ o ^ '• J- 5 •: „ 1
call w rite i o o o r t .interrupt e r. a b i 9 r -*.-- *
r^ci'/ 3 b 1 c f: k a v -.:'!- "
rut skio list ('AWAITING M2TW0RK CC^UNI C>: I CSS . . ,
pu t skip;
o r i 5 i r a t o r = ' ?• P ' b 4 J
do while ('I'd);
if (opera tier. = packet "eceiv-'d then
d o ;




i r. t 9 r " i; r, : <= :
if ( recei ve_da ta_bloc£ . tyoe_f ieli_a = r.es5a*? a
_
ty c
then d r ;
r c vcl ra r ke t t yce - ,r ° s s a ? - * y j? ;
if .'originator = r e c e i v e
_
d a t a
_
bl o c k . t y p e _ f i ° 1 d r
do ;
originator = receive data bloc.-c.ty>? field
" ^ T -put skio{3) edit v. Terminal ', or:
sent the following n e s s a <-: - :
a , b 4 2 • , a ;
1 = 2;
p = a 1 1 r (receive lata b 1 o c k . d a t a 1 )
)
do while ( i < = (cor. vert_to b i r -. - y - 1 )
put 9 d i t ! r e c e i v e _d a t a _ b 1 o c k . d a t a ' i ) ) a 1 ;
i = i - 1 :
end ;
end; / * if then do :;: /
l/ ; 4
*T-^;-i * ^ d *" o 1 1 o r * . ' yc n f 1 ° "* d b -'
'originator = ' d 1 ' b 4 ?ri£ir.atT




if originator = ' ? 1
tvar = ' T ? i' " i " c i 1 pn ?sssg?: was r f;
p ] c a
= ] c











if ( o r i g i n a t o r =
tvar = 'Terminal 4 ""°5saf7e- was
t ~ a r. s ~ i t d a t a
_
r 1 o r *
.
s n i J
rsll =1 , 1
1
1 r * r~. T> ~ • ! •
: ; j - r t
call t r a i'. s
~
''
'. r a r
er.d;
end > /* d o w h i 1 = f o r s v = r
p n d c Y c ts^" d r o ^ p ^ c »
p r d J / : ' : "D r o i" 9 d u r ° r 5 ^ o d ! 'J /
1?!
I LIST INS r?
? r o ~ N a n
e
Late
W r i * 1 9 r. b y
For
A i v i s o r





"'rofe^sor '^ r' ^ r ° ;
D i r i ". i d 1 ' 7 j c c o "f " o " - j ~
at w h i c * the first use-
services w i 11 r. c w d c a f
of s yn chror. i za ti on va~ia
the N'I301? board on line
.'
*
c s e i?
TO V t x . ? e C 5? Z h
rr-Q y e s . b x
no V Q -^tst ar t
,
no V dl, P
no V cl, 2
int 9 e ? h
r o — - c = ~ .=> -r
or* 53FPh





t t t t ^ r ' t ' i i r
s t e * h 9 r '. urocei'ire cutis
L a i, t .
w 0d'll9
•o r
'unc t ion :
r. s r e : r. ,
1 Jure 19«4
! 7 7 C D £2 *i r» - ~ I .u v«
This ~ D d 'J 1 -2 15 ^
v e T s : z r. : f r e "c!
is c e s i i? r e a * c
a t e s * 3rvrd" :
d e "' o r s t r a t 6 £ r 1 a
c d e s a oi
Ethernet
t^srs^it data b 1 o r \~ ~* z ~
2 destination _address a
tit ; g ) initial
2 destiration address b
bit '?) initial "'.•:?
2 destination a ci ires -3 n
bit (B)initial ';'•'
2 dest i na ti on _ad dress _d
bit ( ? ) i ni t ial \ ' : .'
2 destination a d d r e s s
_
^
tit ( 3 ) T
2 destination a d -rt r e c s f
bit (?) V
2 type_field_a
bit ( 3 ) ,
2 tyos_field_t
bit ( 6 ) .
2 data char '233) varyi;




2 f r a ~ =
2 f Ti a ~ c
2 ie 5 t
i














r e «; C
' j — ," c ; J H r r. s 5
A 1 • » /^ C ~ J "* « »1 C C -
cure
y pe_f i =1 1 _
a
yi;e_f ielo_b
a t a ' 2 3B }
u :/
_ 'J * r .
1 1 "" "
I'M!'
border
t v a r char ' 2 -T H
tern ir.al _servi
p a c k e t _ t y .- c ': i
cony_ie resist
( i
, .1 , £ ) fixed
reRvalue bit
'ov?) :" v ar 1 )
enet_init r h a r
us5r_ count Vi t
write_io__'Dor t
reai_io_port






R t rl : r i
- ) ,
( S ) ,
o i * t> y bit - .
e n t r y c i r. : ,
r y (til . (1-1. -ci
fixed c
no ve e r. + r y joirt° * It
ir.it.iali c ou int
er. a b 1 e_cpu_i ^ t er rupt s
i i sa h 1 e _r cu_ i n te r rup t
clear reaiy_flas
i r. i t s y n c
se t_ ready^f 1 as
increment user count -
decrement i s e r count







/-:- ~ r% H ~r p r*
lr?pl3C s




/*• if v ? 1CW 4 :
'
: /
/ :,: and ccv */
/ :;: us? sa^ie '-
/
/ :;; p q t» + a c! 1 r * /
i r w 2 l- c r t ~i 1"?S
i ~ a 4
_
c n r t c z 2 r e c„
o r v; 1 o r t a 1 i r e ? s
/ •' r o t e : i c w - = ; i '.
cc
3cw = = > : c
wo
1 C v 1 by '1.5 'ri,
/v si^^i^ ?ic re .. - - <• ^ r c
icw^ : J 4 r
/* r< o s t significant cits ~ + ' v -- " * * r i
byte; f nr e r. i - t - r u - :
t'ns e f f p p * i \i - g -j •-; r . - .; -v
! i c w 2 + interrupt - . : 4
will be '4- 1 he/. - :: :: •-
1 1 i h e x
i c v 4
/ : ' ; autonatic e r. d of interrupt
and buffered rrode ''raster ! ': /
o c w 1 fc y ' 9 f ' r 4 ,
1 f a
/=:- =,,
io soer: fie */
c I 'j ^ 1 8 r •
te-^iral_ 1
~ e s s a £• p type
tprni r.a l_s s rvice_.r i





p r r r. r e s s
T c S
mt_ready
aid" t v r '" *
add." x ^ i t h <c t
sta tus_aadr
o ou r. * -
j
? r
/ * include constant^ s c e c :
board
* l nc i ' ie 'riiSPlS.acI':
/* :- o d y :;: /
-11
put list '.', c. 1 - a r s o r ^ -~- n ) ;
r 11 ! s .<•: i o :
put & d 1 1 : d r
d
- r : ; i c i = 1 t : -
'
put skip • ? ) 1 i s t \ a ~ L C '•' T
x) ; t s k i c ' 2 ) ;
call initiali7e_ql.c?
call i n i t i a 1 i z e_ r pu interrupts:
t e r ~> i r. a ] service = a v a i t e r. e t access;
^ i v p to l-n ( e p. e t status a i i r , a d d r en
if 'enet_init ~ = ' e n e t ' ) then




e r. e t i n i t = ' e n e t ' •
call move t o _ c n (addr'v enet_ir:it),enet_status_ad3r,4'
call t o v e to en (add T*(us°r c n ' ; *" t ) , i ; ^ <a ^ court a i d ** 1
call read i o
_




_corT'mar. 'i ( reset).;
call r e a d i o uor t ' c
o
t p' : a n d states register f re<? v a 1 u a J




t h 8 S 1 c
call U"-er_?roc 3 ss !
c all *' r i t e _ i o K or t





put skiy ; 2 )
;
D 11 * ^ ;1 ^ * ( b r ' C. ° ^





^ ^ r a i i b o i y
ici r iallze tic: ;r 0" D 1 ' "
w r i t a y : : t i , ,





call write_io_ ~co r
call write__io_uoc
call w r i I - i c per
i c v 1 cor t
i c 'v!< jc r t
i c v 4
O C V J l"i r r .= i J A - 1
a n d i n i " i a 1 i z e
c a r r o^ A t> ( Cfl^rar''
r, 7 r y »L L _ r. .
c o r rr ace bit o ) .
r p a- value bit ~ !
srf~bi t {«)
,
write i o port er.tr y ' c i t
r i t - ' )
,
r°ad i o -ort a r. t c v b i t









' while s r f s ' £ 1 ' X 4
all r^ad i -j lc rt i : t,= — : :
:: u a :. : i */
call rear! i o r ; r *




pnd; ' ::: i r. i
1 :;
end c e r f o r and ;
"^CL*??
r : c
a' F* ^ r . P
read i o o o r * ~ n *. r
°"i", rle ""; i n t c r r u r - 1 ^
d i s a o 1 e
_
" p u _ i r. t e r r i o * s
w rite c 3 r e r-. t r y
/* b°r"i n :;: '
rail disatle_ri>i:_i7. ter~urts




C a 1 _ c " 3 r _
copy_ i e_r-."^is t°: - re^ei
i a "* I - 1 c- - b "" e c ou i i * p p "
i- -i ^ 7 i a r> c 2> i c *• ~ r — ,j -' ; ; V 1 ^ r "^ •"*'/! 1
i r. 1 1 writ*? i ' !)'"! r t ' i r. * s r r u o t e r ; a
n i s a b I rj r. i -3 •" '.
"






C ,1 L 1 * " i * ,:; bar ell.! y— i * ^ > *
"'
" t. -i r ? ' 'n i t»V
v 7 \ ? n C 1J T * " Q e • 7 C 4 '








i r t -
C ^ 13 V ' P "P? i 5 >f'" r- t " ci '' ^ *" ^ t ^
call write io_ocrt' interrupt 5 n a t .
t r a r 5 r i : -
i n v b i 1 ° ^ " w v i -' r <= f, is*f-, r * ~ •- " c ~ i T
e. r) (\ J / ;!" 1 C rt ' ' r t 1 1 *" " ° ' "" t ~ " "
t a > Q s care of l r. e " D j
i : sets I ? :;'t t : 4
call writ? 1 o port r o ^ r a r. d r e
1 o a d
_
a n ?; ;
dc w'ni ie [ srf s '71 ' b4 ! =
r a 1 1 r e ad i o p o r t : i n * e r r u d t statu;
end; 7 :;: do while */
r p -4 r i o u o r t ( c c r f: a r. "1 status r - <-,' i s t ? r ,
n i t r a r. s rn i t
T
-fT interrupt h. a n d 1 ° r : ;roceiu:,p rj x t
/* This rcrti:
cTBr a s s en 'n 1 v I
i C C =1 1 C ^ ^ T *" »• ,.
rua^e ir. terru j*
write i r pert eitr v c i t 2 i
1 t ^
real i o _ d o r t e n t r y bit : ) ,
r i t ( tj )
N
,
enable rpu_intermcts e r. t r y ,
d i s a b 1 e cau interrunts entry,
113
if ' t p r t i "". a 1 service = in :r?i r c ^s
t h a i i o J
call writ- i c 'j o r t i n t e r r u
i i s a >j 1 e
byt^s
r a _ _ write ; o p c r *, ". i .< r t y a r c " r a - . •




p c r t 1 c v _ : y t - _ ~ ~ u n : r a <? ,
/ v- i r i * i a f ^ r a
,->





c o o y _ i a _ r a r 1 5 C a r - r e ^ - ; v a ) r ' a
c a 1 v r i t c i j c r ' ' i ".f ° r r u j t ^ r r< c 1 ; r — f
pnd! /* .io ;;: /
p 1 t o
If i r Q ~ V i Q < a ^ i c. ' o " — - c ^ 3 i ;/ s "1 ~ a "1 r *""
/ -• i r f o r
'
a i 1 a * s
roDy_i?_re«:ister - r a r e i 7 e
_
c 1 c c k
_
a v a i . a
c a 11 write_io_pcrtfi'! t •- r r a p t _ e r a r 1. - _ r ° s I
eni : / : ' C, 1 -" ^ - - '
se
t h P n d '
r. p y _ i _ r a £ i s t e r - re ,, eiva_Mor; k a
call w r i t a
_
i i> c r t. 1 1 1 a r r u o t _e r. a h 1 -"i _ r a p. 1
P6f!°I VP C- 1 C rC a V 3 *. I 5
c
r i.
' /~ if then lo * '
aid ;
end *J L interrupt handler;
/**#:




fc i r. a r y :
t c- r n i :. a 1 c i
*
»» j5 " if p T t y ^ a
cluster bit
)
ssrvire " f s r o r. 5 2 r r. a r
destination r e c c o n s a c ^
rn o V 6 t C 1. H f? 1 1 F V b 1 t ' 1
'








i Q U P S t - 7" * 7 y ,
"» o 1 o ^ c q o r* * ** v
C 1 r_J i
Dut skip list 'Terminal number: ';i •
2s t e i i * ' t e r ~ i r a I ^ \ -b 4- ' '?. • ; I
t ra"s t. 1 1
_
id t a_ 1 1 cck . t y pe _f i-3 i i_ : = term
service response = ' c o r. t i r. j -j ' I
cut S k i c *
ii i while ( ' 1 ' c ; ;
r a r. s r i t
_
d a t a
_
b 1 o c k . d e s t i n a t i c r. adiress e = '
/
r a n ^ ^ i * data b ^ o c k . ^ e s t ^ " a t i n r a c d ^ e ^ s *'' =
t cans^i t_data_ bl ock . ty pe_f ield_a = r.r--s -a ?p_
t v a r = 'Data
_-
a c ;' e t sec*';
transnit_d ata_biock.dat a = :
/ : ' ; c c v r*1u s t f e t the r 1 £ b. t t ~ j s - * c - : I b
I n reality the 1 i "- 1 1 •- d r e s o ' i r c a is t
transmit packf-t tercylate in rorno" -.---
c d 1 1 r e a • ! e s 1
5
Intel 6 ? <r. f: a s s e "-. o 1 y 1





un t i 1 ny service r. ':•
is r e d n ^ e d " /
d o vhi ie ' l <c,' )
;
lata = net ready?
i = i + 1 T
terrninal_serv-ice = ir^o^r^r
/t- pi y turn!!! So, write the t r a n s n i t u a c k ~ t
to the t e '^ c I a t e in c o n c o c n e m o r y * /
call m o v e __ t o _ c c 'addr(transrrit_data block)






/ :;: p 2 ~ f r c u t i r. ? t h a t r r i 1 s
ha n d 1 6 r a a T c to on? w h. p n lata is
available
a ni ;
pro'e .tost has res^onaed" zo J - ' 1 a t a " : '
c a 1 rpf v c Co 1 **" a j d r r ^ v ' * r -
3 -) /-i > . ~ ci ^ Li ; r c - 3 * ~ '- 1 - « »•
rail rlear real;/ f 1 a * »
end;
i = v ;
rut edit ['P.") = 1 ) ,
;
^ ot-t j^i ? ': c, g *» y 1 r• a = C ~ ~ ~ 1
all r e 1 e a s e ' /:;; allows next user * : re
«. p r v i c ° ^
/ ^; -^ Lay r e s c
/*>* ^ c * * v p f i e 1 c c t c d ° t l ~> r "i i * ~ v n -5 * ^ r
is tryira to ro^^uni ca te witr this lerri*
and then create a n. aDorocriate r e s o n
end ; /* do while */
end* / '"' u ^ e r r c 9 s s : ': /
d * / f-' j r n c9 r].'j.re t s t e t h p r :;: /
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c .l Multiplexing Ethernet ;







in a multi-user CP/M-36
system.

